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Southern Bell Pays $16,147.80
Tax Bill For County Assessment
Southern Bell Telephone Company paid its
1965 ad valorem taxes this week. H.D. Hayes, Commercial Supervisor for the Paducah District, presented a check for $16,147.80 to Joe Campbell, Fulton County Sheriff.
Southern Bell's $16,147.80 payment to Fulton
County is part of a $2,798,000 tax bill it is now anticipated the company will pay to the various counties and municipalities in Kentucky between now
and the end of the year.
Southern Bell made a similar ad valorem tax
payment of $375,306 to the state government in
August.
Overall, the company will pay in $4,850,000 to
all levels of government in Kentucky in 1965 according to current estimates. This does not include
sales taxes collected by Southern Bell from telephone users and turned over to the state.
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Public hearings will be held in Frankfort beginning
November 9 by the Kentucky Department of Insurance
on adjusted automobile insurance rates requested by
two national rating organizations for their affiliated
companies.
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Kentucky's Bond Issue Is A Sound Investment
To Insure Kentucky's Growth Without New Taxes
Nearly every day that passes
some newspaper reveals the expansion of giant industries. Around us
we note that the American Metals
Company, with a plant in Union City
is planning another $3,500,000.00
plant in Somerset, Kentucky. The
Brown Shoe Company is opening another giant facility in Clinton.
At Hickman the Basic Carbon
Company is expanding its existing..
operations to the tune of an $8,500.000.00 plant with prospects of further
expansion in the near future. All over
Kentucky, all over the Nation, industries that are already mammoth in
size, are expanding with the cost of
expansion predicated on a growing
economy and a larger market for the
individual products manufactured by
the firm.
Rare is the instance, where these
expansions are paid for out of operating funds. Loans are made to finance
the expansions, usually paid for in
long term payments. The interest rate
on the loans is absorbed from profits
made from added revenues as a result
of the expansion.
Any good businessman knows
that you cannot grow by standing
still. Nor can more growth accrue
with outmoded facilities. It's a simple
matter of spending money to make
money.
But giant industries are not the

We don't like war a bit better
then the runny-noses, mind you, but
beyond that point we find their company repulsive, their theme unAmerican, their demonstrations infuriating and the publicity they have
been receiving, nauseating... and all
out of proportion to the importance of
their "cause" and the recognition
their efforts deserve.
The undeclared war in Southeast
Asia is no picnic, that's for sure. But
neither was it entered into lightly, nor
without a lot of deep thought and reasoning, and a weighing of the consequences for and against, assessed at
a time when the free world requires
strong leadership and direction. To
Viet Nam has been assigned the best
General in the Army and the'cream of
the able fighting units from all services. They are doing a dirty, thankless job, under terrible conditions.
They are there because they are representing the military might of this
nation, ordered to do a job that has to
EACH ISSUE OF THE NEWS is complote
ly recorded on microfilm at the University
of Kentucky library as • permanent and
historical record of the community and its
citizens. Microfilm NEWS files are complete from September 1945.
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by Mevetters

only segments of the business world
that borrow money for growth. Small
businesses, farmers, retailers, wholesalers, even professional people borrow money for expansion purposes.
If you don't think that making a loan
to increase business is not the way to
get more business and to grow, just
try borrowing money if a banker does
not see the potential for added revenue and growth.
Kentucky's $176,000,000.00 bond
issue, to be voted on on November 2
is just as simple as the expansion efforts of giant industry. The bond issue
is a loan, to be paid back over a long
period of time, with interest and principal to be paid back from the steady
growth of our Commonwealth.
People who wail that the bond
issue will mean more taxes are attempting to forestall the growth of
Kentucky. The truth of the matter is
that higher taxes are necessary if the
bond issue does not pass.
Kentucky is growing... it needs
operating capital for growth . . . to
borrow the money and pay it back
with the revenue that will come from
more industry, better schools and better roads is the only sensible approach
to expansion in an industry or in a
growing government.
Vote"YES"for the bond issue on
November 2. It's good business for
you and for Kentucky.

The Only "Demonstrating" That Counts Is That
Of Our Fighting Forces In Viet Nam
Of all the trash, tripe and trivia
being dreamed up these days by a
bunch of runny-nosed punks and
obediently being used as the basis
for "mass demonstrations" by an absurdly-large number of brainless
"demonstrators", none thus far has
irritated us as much as the last-week
"demonstrations" against the war in
Viet Nam.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

be done. They didn't ask for it, but
neither are they shirking it. They'll
have to fight their way out of it before
they get to come home to enjoy a
well-earned respite, but having done
so, they will be first-class citizens of
this country the rest of their lives.
Contrast that picture to that of
the "demonstrator"; a stupid, unshaven punk or perhaps a smooth-faced
curly-headed yellow-livered sissy who
sits around plotting Ways of getting
out of everything he can. While fighting men carry rifles and machine
guns, he carries placards around.
While men in foxholes eat cold rations, he drinks beer in the safety and
security of a society which ought to
boot him out and teach him what it
REALLY means to fight for a cause.
The next time there is a "demonstration" scheduled for some place on
the West Coast, we'd like to see a
company of the 1st Cav, or the 101st,
or some other tough unit in Viet Nam,
flown back to that city, send the local
police home and just let the GI's take
charge of the situation.
Imagine the gall of these pipsqueaks when, after their "demonstration", has finished and made the
headlines, one of them claims that he
thinks,Zhe government got the message".
We feel sure that some ten or
fifteen million veterans in this country got the message, too. A wrathful
determination not to ever let this
country be swayed by such goldbricks
. . . an intense irritation that their
actions were given such public attention in the news media when they
didn't deserve it... and a great salute
to our fighting men overseas who
REALLY deserve the headlines because they are doing the DEMONSTRATING THAT COUNTS.
ACTION
The firefly only shines when on
the wing so it is with the mind; when
we rest we darken.
—Gamaliel Bailey
Be active, and, however slow,thy
success is sure: toil is triumph.
— Mary Baker Eddy
Action may not always bring
happiness; but there is no happiness
without action.
—Benjamin Disraeli
Every noble activity makes room
for itself.
—Ralph Waldo Emerson

LET'S LOOK
IT OVER

ThN.

I

By Gov.Edward T.Breathitt

"There's no napkin In my box lhanels."

FROM THE FILES:—

; Turning Back The ClockOctober 19, 1945
Fifty-Three students were listed
on the honor roll for the second
term of the summer session at
Murray State College. The following from Fulton were included:
Camille LaNell Bugg, Hazel Louise
Meacham, Charlotte Ann Sublette.
Miss Grace Hill has returned to
Fulton from Louisville to make her
home with her mother, Mrs. Walter
MD on Second Street. She has accepted a position in the office at
Pirtle's Garage in Water Valley.
Tom Damron, local Railway Express employee, was critically injured Monday while loading express on train 26 at the passenger
station. The accident occurred
when he threw a package into the
baggage car and a .410 gauge shotgun discharged and struck him in
the stomach. He was rushed to the
Fulton Hospital.
Fulton Route 5: Messrs. Curt
Muzzall and Walter Ridgeway
spent a few days at the Watson's

lake last week, making some repairs to their club house.
From Fuiton Route 3: Cloyce
Wheeler and wife of Detroit spent
Wednesday night of last week with
P. J. Brann and wife. He bought a
farm near Folsomdale while here.
From Austin Springs: Harold
Gene Mathis fell from a tree, while
climbing last Sunday, and sustained a broken arm.
The Joe Laird residence on State
Line Road is nearing completion
and the Lairds have already moved into their new domain. It is a
nice addition to the community.
From West State Line: Born to
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Hardy at
the Fulton Hospital on October 9, a
son.
From Latham: With the wholehearted cooperation and support of
our never failing community, our
school fair was another great success. Fine exhibits were made in all
departments. Our total receipts
were $360.00.

Significant expansion in conFRANKFORT .
Any way you look at it, passage struction of buildings at the five
of the proposed $178 million bond stale colleges to take cure of their
issue in the November 2 election amazing growth also would follow
passage of the bond Issue.
is a "must" for Kenutcky.
With matching funds added to the
Take education, for example.
The proposed issue allots $21,- band issue money, colleges would
improved receive these total amounts: East950,000 for new and
buildings at vocational schools and ern, $7,750,000; Western, $8,650,000 Morehead, $2,300,000, Murray,
institutions of higher learning.
With Federal and other match- $8,555,000, and Kentucky State,
ing funds this will balloon into $96,- $3,150,000.
More medical and dental serv3135,000. That's $3.34 in matching funds for every $1 in bonds, ices for the entire state will be the
which is an exciting return on any natural results of funds earmarked for expansion of the medical
Investment.
The major portion of the issue— and dental schools at the Urdver$139 million—will be used to ob- ally of Lout/vibe, Which would re-tain $597 million in Federal match- ceive a total of ovi mWion. Some
ing money for a total of $738 mil- $3 million in bonds plus 0 million
lion to be used in the coustruction from other sources 'mild be
matched by $12 million in Pederal
of new roads.
I used my last column to explain funds.
To prepare hundreds of our citithe road-building part of the plan.
zens
to meet the demands of modhow
briefly
tell
will
In this one I
education will profit by enough ern industry for a skilled labor
must provide
"yes" votes. I virpose to discuss force, Kentucky
other phases in succeeding col- wider vocal:bond school training.
The hood issue proposal includes
Unlee.
Biggest beneficiary of the edu- an allotment of $3,440,000 for this.
cational institution, with an allot- When matched with Federal funds
ment of 0,673,000, will be the Uni- of 0,240,000, we will have a total
versity of Kentucky. With $4,170,- of $6,660,000 for expansion of the
000 in Federal matching funds and vocational sdlool• at Bowling
$25,047,000 from other sources U. Green, Lexington, Ashland,
K. will have 35 million available. Peintsville, Jeffersontown, CovingTies will make poesible a con- ton and Owensboro.
Further provisions in the bond
tinuing buikiing program for classrooms, office and dormitory space. Issue proposal assign $500,000 to
There was a record enrollment of Industries for the Blind at Loutsmore than 12000 student:a on the vine; and $425,000 each to the
School for the Blind it Louisville
campus at Lexington this fall.
By 1980, UK expects an on-cam- and the School for the Deaf at
pus enroihnent of 20,000, and its Danville. The Indurtrias would
community colleges expect some erect a now manufacturing build10,000 students. Enrollment at the ing to replace the existing inadeState colleges is triple now what it quate building, and each of the
dill schook would get new dining fawas eight years ago and
grcnving. The need for more Rim cilities, kr a total of 710 children.
proposal also
to accommodate these students is The bond issue
contains an allocation of $845,000
obvious.
Construction at all eight of the which when coupled with $1,100,000
university's community colleges in Federal money will snake a tois part of the overall bond issue tal of "tom= &Imitable to proplan. Inadequate facilities at Ash- vide needed library factes
land will be replaced, and facilities throughout Kentucky for all her
will be expanded at Henderson, citizens. Counties with local funds
Cumberland, Illizabethtown, Pres- to operate a library program could
tonsburg, Hopkineville, Somerset qualify for grants through the State
Deportment of Lanark&
and Covington.

Tid Bits
of Kentucky Folklore
EXPLAINING A FIGURE OF
SPEECH
There was a time, not too long
ago for us old-timers, when there
were so many phases of our lives
that were like those of everywhere
else that even our figures of speech
and our references were understandable over a very wide portion
of America. Along about 1910,
when various members of the Westren faculty were giving some of
their favorite quotations from wellknown literature, the time came
for one of our teachers, a born
humorist, to give his quotation. He
began by saying that just about
all of his favorites had already
been given; there was nothing left
but to quote from "Harry and the
Guidepost," a selection in our
old school readers that everybody
remembered. The audience fairly
roared applause when he quoted
some of the lines and ended up
with Harry's conclusion to walk
straight up to anything that seemed
scary. If I were to try that tack
now, it would take me twice my
allotted time to preliare the audience for the quotation. There was
also a time when just any speaker
could give an oblique reference to
some well-known Scripture verse
or situation, without having to
spend some time in teaching the
audience what to expect. All of us
old-timers of any memory had
learned thousands of quotations,
good and bad, and loved to inject
them into our daily speech. It is
too bad that we mixed good and
bad a bit too much, for some of our
stuff was pretty puny, and some
was of the very best.
Just as quotations seem not so
necessary now, so do figures of
speech. In my collection of more
than 3,500 similes and sayings there
are hundreds that would be apparent to anybody who was raised
on the old-fashioned farm. But the
old-fashioned farm is passing, almost a past institution; and it is
often pretty hard to get over a
picturesque simile that Grandpa
would have enjoyed. I was surprised recently to find that even some
small boys, though, who knew farm
life only as related to tractors,
mentioned how somebody laughed
so loudly that he almost busted a
hemestring. When I asked one such
boy whit a hamestring is or was,
he said he didn't know but that Dad

used that expression, and it sounded good. He guessed it meant
something like busting a gut with
laughter or anger. In that longplanned and never-realized Folk
Museum that I am always talking
about, there ought to be a hamestring and some attention given to
how it might be busted by a horse
or a man, figuratively, at least.
So many of our early farm figures were pat that I hate to see
them lose their potency, but that is
what will happen to many of them.
If the object to which something or
somebody is compared is nowhere
to be seen, then how can the speaker get his feelings across? Often I
told my students how inadequate
their feeling for the Twenty-third
Psalm must be if they had never
known sheep al we farm boys knew
them. Imagine trying to get the
true feeling of this beautiful poem
across to a group of city children
who never saw a sheep; and it
would not be hard to imagine a
teacher who wouldn't know a sheep
if she saw one.
It is hard to speak factually, except in scientific ways. No tomfoolery must enter into mathematics and its allied subjects. But
daily, momently, in a course in
literature there is poetic language,
picturesque smile, open and hidden
references to other poems and
books and characters. Maybe that
is one reason why I, after a whole
lifetime of teaching literature,
never felt satisfied with any day's
work.
Maybe I failed to see that some
very simple thing, so far as I could
see, was veiled in poetic figures
and, therefore, may not have
found its place in the lives of my
students, certainly not in the same
way as it became of my own early
life. No explanatory notes can
ever make it certain that the author's feelings get across to us of
a later time and of a different
background.
But, as a teacher, I loved and
love to go again and again into
the effectiveness of figures of
speech, crude ones or dainty ones,
that the authors use to get their
Ideas across to the rest of us.

WE RECENTLY HEARD THIS STORY ABOUT A

14-YEAR-OLD whose parents promised she could have
her very own Princess telephone. As soon as the phone
was installed she invited all her friends over for an
"inauguration ceremony." Being teen-agers they came
prepared for anything and everything. They brought hair
curlers, magazines, knitting, games, and, of course, lots
of food to while away the time as they waited their turn
to talk. The mother of the house was surprised when she
peeked into the room, to see long faces and hear complete
silence. The explanation? "There's nobody to call. We're
all here!" Whether this story is true or not, it is true that
the teen-ager at your house would love a phone of her
own! lust mention it and see her eyes light up!
• • •
ARE YOU A CLUB SECRETARY, OR PRESIDENT,
OR MEMBERSHIP CHAIRMAN? Then you know what
a chore it can be to
round up folks for
civic meetings or
enlist their help in
special projects. Well,
there's a special kind
of phone that can
help you speed
through the list of
people you have to
call. It's the Bell System's Card Dialer. A supply of plastic cards comes with
the phone. You record frequently used numbers on the
cards and when you want to call someone, just pop the
card into a slot, press the start bar, and the Card Dialer
dials for you! And does it accurately, automatically, and
quickly. The Card Dialer. .. a great idea for anyone, but
especially for those involved in club or committee work!
Call our Business Office today for more information.
• •
OCTOBER HAS BEEN A MONTH OF IMPORTANT
"FIRSTS." Here are just a few. The world's first two-way
long distance telephone conversation over an outdoor wire
was made by Alexander Graham Bell and Thomas Watson
between Cambridgeport and Boston, Massachusetts on
October 9, 1876. Thomas A. Edison made the first electric
incandescent lamp in October, 1879. And on October 21,
1915, the first trans-Atlantic telephone call was made
from Arlington, Virginia to Paris, France.

Speak well of your enemies, you
made them.
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Mrs. Ann Thompson, the genial and popular home
demonstration agent of Fulton County learned a good
lesson about newspaper editors .. . and during National
Newspaper Week, too! Mrs. Thompson announced to the
large gathering of women at the annual Homemakers
meeting in Hickman last week that if you want "live"
coverage of an event, better not schedule it for Wednesday.
Mrs. Thompson was nice enough
to call us last Wednesday morning
to remind us of the meeting. Evea
though it was on Wednesday we
were going to make a super-human
effort to attend, but the man of this
print shop was in Frankfort for
very important state-wide industrial meeting, making It impossible
for us to attend. Mrs. Thompson
seemed to enjoy our comment that
"If a member of the shop died today we couldn't go to the funeral
home."

T
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ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Blain Phone 472-9649

Not quite that bad, but bad. But
Mrs. Hughey Butler "covered" the
meeting for area newspapers and
here is her report.
A good representation of Fulton
County homemalLers enjoyed Annual Day, Wednesday, October 13
at the First Methodist Church of
Hickman. Registration began at
9:30 a. m., with Mrs. Roy D. Taylor providing organ music.
Rev. King W. Dickerson, pastor,
led the invocation and singing was
directed by Mrs. Luther Clark.
Mrs. Ernest Jenkins, county president, presided. Mrs. Harry Allison,
substituting for Mn. R. T. Bodker,
read the minutes and gave the
treasurer's report.
Club presidents stood with their
members during roll call—each
person with 100 percent attendance
for the year was given a corsage.
One member had 21 years of perfect attendance.
"Area Programs As a Homemaker Sees Them" was the subject
discussed by Mrs. John Morris, Di.
rector, Purchase Area Homemakers. Mrs. Maxine Griffin, Area
Leader of the Home Economics
program, explained the many
changes envisioned by leaders.
Mr. Whittenbun, Area director,
was introduced and made a short
talk, challenging leaders to be pa-
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• With a PCA loan your payments are timed to
fit your farm income ...and you can lake
up to 36 months to payl
a PCA
• Equally loWortant is the low cost of
Auto or Truck Loan. There are never any
"hidden"' extras, no creeping costs! Interest
Is charged only on the outstanding balance gf
your loan.
• And ...repayment in full stops an %Nast
charges ... a real saving! WU pay you to
see the folks who are FIRST DI FARM
.your
CIDWIT .

PRODUCTION CREDIT
ASSOCIATION

JOHN P. WILSON
Field Off. Mgr.
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 236-211116

WARREN BARD
Field Off. Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone 653-5161

Spencer Art Show
of Ky.
Opens

College.
Prices are $2.50 Reserve Seats
and 92.00 General Admission.
Tickets may also be bought at the
door.

An exhibition of the works of the
Mrs. Mildred Freeman, immedi- late Niles Spencer, American psintate past president, and Mrs. W. C. er, has opened at the Fine Arts
Jacob, delegate of Obion County Gallery at the University of KenUnit, attended the 1965 annual tucky and will continue through
meeting of Tennessee Division, Nov. 6.
American Cancer Society, at the
Called the "painter of simplicitNoel Hotel in Nashville on October
ies," Spencer is known for abstrac13-14.
Mrs. Jacob, South Fulton branch tions of an urban nature. The exchairman of public education, was hibit includes 67 paintings and a
presented an award at the awards dozen drawings.
dinner in recognition of the work
done in South Fulton. This is the
first Branch organization to receive
an award.
Mrs. Freeman was honored at the
Unit officers breakfast.
Dr. Murray M. Copeland of Houston, Texas, was the speaker at the
"The Womenfolk," popular folkawards dinner and was the guest singing group known for their
of honor at a reception preceding warmth and collegiate humor, will
the dinner.
appear in concert Wednesday OctTennessee President Roane War- ober 27, 1965, at 8:30 PM in the
ing, Jr., of Memphis, presided Bethel College Gym.
over the very interesting and informative two-day session. One esThe group, which has appeared
pecially interesting feature was a on The Ed Sullivan Show, Huilatour of Vanderbilt Hospital labora- halal,
and The Tonight Show, has
TO LEAD PARADE — Miss Marcia Murray of Paris, the reigning Miss tories and seeing how the American
only recently reelased their fourth
help
equipment,
dollars
buy
cancer
Tennessee, will serve as parade marshal for the 1965 Union City Christ.
album, "The Womenfolk at the
etc., for research.
mas Parade.'The parade, sponsored by the Union City Jaycees and local
Hungry I." Tickets for the apmerchants, is scheduled for Doc. 2. Miss Murray was an honored guest
pearance can be bought at Bethel
ef the twin cities during the recent Banana Festival.

'Complete line of Hallmark cards, tallies and
playing cards
'Gifts in colored glassware, brass, Goldtone
and milkglass
'Pepperite printed stationery, calling cards
and notes
'Picture frames
*Permanent flower arrangements
'Fresh-cut flower arrangements
'Corsages and pillow
corsages
'Wedding flowers a specialty
'Artistic funeral arrangements

"The Womenfolk"To
Be At Bethel College

tient with things that move slowly. realize how much "pig talk" there
Mrs. L. P. Carney, county reading Is in everyday language.
chairman, introducted the followThe American Meat Institute has
ing Master Readers: Miss Myra assembled a lengthy list of colorful
Scearce and Maude Morris and words and phrases that pay tribute
Mesdames Claude Middleton, J. E. in a manner of speaking, to the
Smith, J. T. Howard, Jack Stahr, hog. Here are some of them:
Zoma Moss, Harold Copeland, "Eating high off the hog" — an
Ernest Jenkins, Raymond Harrison, old expression stemming from the
Harold Williamson, Harry Allison, fact that the most desirable cuts
Floyd Martin, Montez Oliver, Neal come from the upper section of the
Little, Albert Moss, Ermor Work- animals.
man, 0. C. Linton, Wales Austin,
home the bacon" — a
L. P. Carney, Herman Owens, J. "Bring
saying that probably came from
M. Mayberry and M. R. Jeffries.
the custom of awarding the pig to
Mrs. Bill Holland, Fulton was the winner of a greased-pig chase.
presented as the new, incoming
"A pig in a poke" — this came
county president — Mrs. Holland
an old confidence game where
from
belongs to the Presbyterian Church,
who thought he was getbuyer
a
she
which
in
and the Bennett club
in a bag got a cat inpig
a
ting
has held membership for 20 years. stead.
Ladies of the Church served a
Calling an actor a "ham" is
delicious lunch at noon.
thought to have originated from
"Educational Opportunities In actors' use of ham for removing
West Kentucky and The Economic make-up.
Opportunity Act" were explained
"No ham and all hominy"—this
by Dr. Ray Mofield.
the equivalent
Mrs. Ernest Jenkins presented sad observation is
work.
all
and
pay
no
of
presithe gavel to Mrs. Zoma Moss,
dent of the Victory club for having
So it goes, down a list that inwon the most points. She, also in- cludes "hog-leg," "ham-pilot,"
troduced county president leaders: "sand hog," "hog wash," "in a
Mrs. Albert Moss, Housing and pig's eye," and the rest. The hog
Home Furnishings; Mrs. Charles Is more than the center of a good
Powell, Clothing; Mrs. W. B. Sow- meal—he has made notable conell, Family Life; Mrs. Clem Atwill, tributions to the language.
Health and Foods Mrs. Crawford
Kennedy, Issues and Concerns; and
Mrs. Luther Clark, Cultural Developanent.
The results of the recent "Hat
Lessons" were evident by the
many pretty hats among the audience.
In closing, Mrs. Clark led, "Sing
Your Way Home."

Cayce WSCS
Meets,Enjoys
Good Program

The Women's Society of Christian
Service of the Cayce Methodist
Church met Wednesday evening,
October 13, at the church, with 19
members, two visitors, and one
new member present.
Mrs. Clyde Linder, president,
opened the meeting with prayer.
Mrs. L. A. Clark gave the devotion. The program, "Where the
Women Are" was presented by
Mrs. Chester Wade. The opening
hymn was "Jesus Savior Pilot Me."
Self-study, "Food for Feed Bap,"
was given by the group.
The minutes and treasurer's reports were given by Mrs. Blanche
Menees and Mrs. Tommy Jones.
The closing hymn was "Beneath
PIG TALK
Just about everyone has heard of the Cross of Jesus", with benedicpig Latin. But probably few of us tion by Mrs. M. C. Bondurant.

Miss Carolyn Colley, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Colley, Route 5,
Fulton, has been elected a Bisonette at David Lipscomb College,
Nashville, Term.
The Bisonettes are a pep squad
made up of representatives chosen
by each of six Greek-letter campus
clubs at Lipscomb. They assist
cheerleaders in the cheering section for varsity games.
David Lipscomb College is celebrating its 75th anniversary year
and has an all-time record enrollment of 1= college students and
799 in the high school, junior high
school and elementary school.

Baptist WMU
Hears Liberty
ChapelChoir

The quarterly meeting of the Fulton County Baptist Associational
Woman's Missionary Union was
held Monday evening at Crutchfield Baptist Church. Mrs. Don
Hancock, Liberty Baptist Church,
retiring president, presided. The
devotional was given by Rev.
James Holt, pastor of the host
church.
The business session was followed by special music presented by
the Chapel Choir of Liberty Baptist Church.
Miss Sydney Portia, Louisville,
YWA Director of Kentucky State
Baptist WMU of Middletown, was
the guest speaker. Her message on
commitment was informative and
challenging.
An impressive installation and
dedication service was in charge of
Miss Portis. She spoke on the
theme "Stars" as the incoming officers were installed. Mrs. Gerald
Green, Hickman First Baptist
Church, was installed as the 196566 Associational WMU President.
Mrs. Green presented Mrs. Hancock a WMU pin with gavel from
the members in appreciation of her
leadership for the pad two years.
Refreshments were served during the fellowship period.

Carr at Commercial
Phone 472-1577

Get nut highest rate on your savings at
Security Federal Savings and Loan Association at 124 East Center Woof in Sikeston,
Missouri. Savings are insured up to $10,004
by the Federal Savings A Loan Insurance
Corporation — an agency of the Federal
Government. Your savings Immediately
available.

41%
Current Dividend
On
Insured Savings

SAVINGS added by the 1011
EARN DIVIDENDS FROM THE 1st
LOT'S GOT
ACQUAINTED
Write today for additional information
and financial statement, or you may
send your check or
money order to open
your account, and
this coupon.

FABULOUS

SPECTACULAR

Scoti's floral Shoppe

'lig styling 6-dial lastrumaut

ugy

New
Feature
Attraction!

Mr. James M. Bealrd, Manager
Security Federal Savings et Loan Asset.
124 East Center St. Sikeston, Mo. Send
your annual report and information Is
Name
Address
City

State
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'66 Show-Stopper—Mustang Hardtop

No place on earth has more to offer than Hot Springs...
and there's no finer place to stay than The Arlington.
. enjoy cocktail
Swim in our beautiful cascade pools
parties, dinner music and dances ... dine on gourmet
food ...golf on our two 18-bole Championship courses.
All sports and recreations in Hot Springs including
fishing and boating. Tale the world-famous thermal baths
with new WHIRLPOOL and massages right in The Arlington.
For Rates and Beautiful Color Brochure.—
Write EDGAR A. MAY. Mgr.. The ARLINGTON HOTEL
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Mrs.Freeman,
Mrs. Jacob At
Cancer Meeting

Phone: AREA 501
NAtional 3-7771

National Park,Arkansas
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'OS MUSTANG"
America's favorite fun car
now rates more rave reviews
than ever,

With a winner like Mustang you don't
change horses. Mustang still has the
Nnes of a thoroughbred pies new
color choice. new Stereo ophon, 3
optional V-es. Pricei Low—a showstopped

SHOWT1ME'68
ON NOW ATYOUR
FORD DEALER'S

VAIIDEll FORD SALES472r1821
Mayfield Highway Fulton Phone
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Lynn Dallas President rasa Freshines
Of Future Nurses Club Lead Classes
The Fulton Hi Future Nurses
On Honor la
Club met on October 13 and elected

?bows From Our
Boys In The

SERVICE

TORT HOOD, TEX.—Army Capt.
Ernest D. Johnson III, 25, whose
Principal J. M. Martin has today parents live at 606 Troy, Hickman,
announced the Fulton High School Ky., was assigned to the 2d Armorhonor roll for the first six weeks. ed Division at Fort Hood, Tex., Oct.
Those making the honor roll are as 8.
follows:
Captain Johnson, last stationed
Seniors: MI A's—Betty Beadles, at Fort Sam Houston, Tex., is now
Laura Hefley, Jeannie Hinton, Judy a physician in the 1st Battalion of
Olive, Sara Jane Poe;
the division's 67th Armor. He enA's. and B's — Lei& Cheatham, tered the Army in August of this
Wayne Lohaus, Anita Bondurant, year.
A member of Phi Chi fraternity,
Laths Exum, Mary Elizabeth
Mitchell, Carol Pigue, Peggy Captain Johnson received his B. S.
Reams, Sallie Williams, Cecilia and M. D. degrees from St. Louis
Wright.
(Mo.) University.
His wife, Virginia, lives in KilJuniors: All A's—Mike Campleen, Tex.
Cub Scout Den 14, Pack 40, held bell;
Its regular meeting on October 14.
A's and B's—Henry Armstiong.
Refreshments were served by Gor- Ronnie Bennett, Steve Jones, Bud- FORT HOOD, TEX.—Army PFC.
don Wade, after which they went dy Myers, John Reed, Jerry Sub- Harold P. Bransford, son of Mr.
to the park and played Den 8 in a lette, Harriet
Hancock, Janie and Mrs. A. B. Bransford, 312
game of baseball, with Den 8 win- Holes.
Holder St., Fulton, Ky., was asning. The meeting closed with the
Sophomores: All A's — Denzel signed Sept. 11 to the 2nd Armored
living circle.
Division at Fort Hood, Tex.
Dukes, Cyntha Homra;
Keeper of the Buckskin
Bransford, a member of HeadA's and B's—David Dunn, Glenn
Brad Boggess
Alan Fry, James Woodfin Tress, quarters Company,2nd Battalion of
11•1111•Mv.
Rita Craven, Susan Crittenden, the division's 50th Infantry, entered
Roma Foster, Joyce Tucker, Mary the Army in March 1966. He completed basic training at Fort Knox,
Jo Westpheling.
Freshmen—All A's—Avery Han- Ky., and was last stationed at Fort
Gordon, Ga.
cock, Rita Adams, Donna Wall.
The 25-year-old soldier is a 1958
A's and B's—Terry Dallas, John
David Jones, Stanley Gordon Jones, graduate of Riverview High School,
Transparent
Stanley Scates, Bill Smith, Greg Hickman.
Veneldasen, David Winston, Mike
Plastic
Yates, Brenda Barker, Jen Ray
SAIGON, Viet Nam — Airman
Browder, Gall Bushart, Susan First Class Cecil J. Ams, son of
Caldwell, Rita Cash, Dee Fields, Wallace Ams of Route 2, Hickman,
Debby Hamra, Cathy Hyland, Joy Ky., is now in Viet Nam in the
Lynn Jobe, Dorothy Johnson, Tina fight against Communist aggres36.72
II ••4
Jolley, Kaye Mann, Kathy Meach- sion.
Pi.siit Ulu • belt Ate•••.• • 14•.“
• 11_•II
am, Kathy Miketi, Sharon Moore,
Airman Ams, a food service specNan Myers, Martha Poe, Debby ialist, is a member of the Pacific
Wheeler, Debby Wright.
Air Forces which provides offenE. State Line
Phone 4724751
sive-defensive airpower for the
KENTUCKY DRAFT CALL WILL U. S. and its allies in the Pacific,
Far East and Southeast Asia.
BE 1,000 IN DECEMBER
The airman attended Western
LOUISVILLE — The draft call in High School.
Kentucky will increase about 150
In December, Cal. Everette S.
FORT BENNING, GA.—Army
Stephenson, Ante director of Selective Service, says. It will go from Pvt. Ronald W. Goodman, eon of
about 8S.in Notember to "upwards Mr. and Mrs. James A. Goodman,
•CRYSTAL WAR
of 1,090," he said Thursday after Route 3, Hickman, Ky., completed
•CUT,TACK,SOW or SEAL
the Defense Department requested a seven-week infantry mechanic
•NUMMI Of USES
a national quota of 45,224 for De- course at the Army Infantry Schoal,
1111000PS & OUTDOORS
cember,
NMI
highest since the Korean Fort Benning, Ga., Oct. 19.
11141".."=
ONCUMMIS
During the course Goodman reWar.
ceived instruction in the organizaI
' 1111111
tional maintenance of wheeled inf..
'
fantry vehicles and allied equipYesi We Have The
ment.
He attended Portage (Ind.) High
Genuine
Phone 472-1434
501 Walnut
School.
the following officers to serve during the coming year:
Lynn Dallas, president; Letha
Exum, vice president; Peggy
Reams, secretary-treasurer; Sara
Jane Poe, reporter.
This club is composed of sophomore, junior and senior girls and
Its main purpose is to stimulate interest in the nursing profession.

Den Eight Wins
Cub Ball Game

STORM
WINDOW
KIT

Mrs. T. E. Wilson has returned
from a two-weeks visit with her
daughter, retiring Banana Festival
"From The FRS Kennel"
princess Rita Wilson, in Hollywood.
This summer from July 25 to July Mrs. Wilson enjoyed the excitement
31 majorettes and drum majors of the West Coast and seeing many
from the surrounding states at- of the movie celebrities in person
tended the third annual Summer
Twirling Camp on the campus of
Austin Pea)
, State College in
Clarksville, Tennessee.
The camp, directed by Dr. Aaron
THEATRE
Schimdt, also band director for the
Between
Martin
di Union City
college, was staffed by majorettes,
field commanders, solo twirlers,
and flag twirlers of Austin Peay.
Thur-Friday, Oct. 21-22
Classes were offered in dance and
Double Feature
twirl, solo twirling, carp twirling
Starts at 7:15 corp strutting, two baton, dancing
Heston-Senta Berger
Charlton
field commanding, and flag twirlMAJOR DUNDEE
ing. Some of the program topics
featured at night were good and
and at 9:30
bad showmanship, choosing the corSterling Hayden-Keenan Wynn
rect uniform, and twirling fire baDR. STRANGELOVE
tons and hoops.
Saturday, Oct. 23
On the last day of camp a conThree Features
test was held in field commanding
Starts at 7:15
and John Reed of Fulton won third
Jack Lemmon-Dorothy Provine
place. This was an honor for John
since there were field commanders GOOD NEIGHBOR SAM
from Tennessee, Kentucky, Illithen at 9:30
nois and Georgia competing.
Less Barker-Ann Smyrner
Others attending from Fulton
CODE 7- VICTIN 5
were majorettes Julie Powell, Gail
and at 10:190
Bushart, Brenda McBride and
Laurence Harvey-Jane Fonda
Letha Exum. First and second alWALK ON THE
ternates Judy Merryman and Susan
Bard also attended.
WILE SIDE

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

Sammy White

Lorry Akmandor

PARRIS ISLAND, S. C.—Oct. 11
—Marine Private Sammy E.. White,
son of Mrs. Sue E. White of 303 1-2
W. State Line, Fulton, Ky., was
graduated Sept. 29 from Marine recruit training at the Marine Corps
Recruit Depot at Parris Island,
S. C.
During his eight weeks of intensified recruit training under veteran
non-commissioned officer Drill Instructors, he learned small arms
marksmanship, bayonet lighting,
and methods of self-protection, as
well as receiving instruction in
military drill, history and traditions of the Marine Corps, and
other academic subjects.
Under the intensified program ae
reecived all the training and instruction formerly given in 12
weeks. The stepped up schedule has
been instituted-to help the Marine
Corps expand its strength as directed by the President.
He has been assigned to Camp
LeJeune, N. C. for at least four
weeks of advanced infantry combat training before being assigned
to a school or to a Marine combat
or support unit.

PARRIS ISLAND, . C. Oct. 11—
Marine Private Larry S. Alexander,
son of Mrs. Laverne Alexander of
319 E. State Line, Fulton, Ky. was
graduated Sept. 30 from Marine recruit training at the Marine Corps
Recruit Depot at Parris Island,
S. C.
During his eight weeks of intensified recruit training under veteran
non-commissioned officer Drill Instructors, he learned small arms
marksmanship, bayonet fighting,
and methods of aell-protection, as
well as receiving instruction in
military drill, history and traditions
of the Marine Corps, and other
academic subjects.
Under the intensified program he
received all the training and instruction formerly given in 12
weeks. The stepped up schedule
has been instituted to help the Marine Corps expand its strength as
directed by the President.
He has been assigned to Camp
LeJeune, N. C. for at least four
weeks of advanced infantry combat
training before being assigned to a
school or to a Marine combat or
support unit.

A.C. Butts & Sons
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RETURNS FROM HOLLYWOOD

John Reed Wins 3rd
In Field Commanding

Attendance Urged Al
Legion-Auxiliary Meet
The American Legion, Marshall
Alexander Post No. 72, and the
Auxiliary will meet Monday night,
October 25, at 6:30 p. m. in the
Legion Hall.

Sunday, Monday, Oct. 24
Double Feature
Starts at 7:15
George Peppard-enphia Loren

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
STUDY PUBLISHED
"Vocational Education of School
Service" is the tile of a recent
study made by Dr. L. C. McDowell,
University of Kentucky assistant
professor of education, and published by the Bureau of School Service
at UK.
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GIRLS OF
PLEASURE ISLAND
CLOSED TUC - WED.

Valley wil lbe hostesses to the potluck dinner, after which the two
organizations will hold separate
business meetings. Mrs. Frank
Barber, chairman of the scholarship and education committee, will
be in charge of the Auxiliary's
program.
All members are urged to attend.
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Let's Get An Industry
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Builder's Supply,Inc.

Over 200 Register
For UK Conference

KEEPS OUT COLD,
HOLDS IN HEAT,
Saves upto 40%onfuel

Storm Window Kits
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A.HUDDLESTON CO.
Main Street

Phone 472-3323

The University of Kentucky's upcoming Centennial Conference on
Women already has a registration
commitment of 200, and more are
expected before the three-day event
which opens Oct. 24 with a 6 p. m.
reception and dinner at the UK
Student Center. Reservation deadline for the dinner and other phases
of the conference is Oct. 22. Persons wishing to attend should contact Mrs. John W. Oswald, chairman, University of Kentucky.
Speaker for the opening event
will be Dr. S. Leon Israel, Philadelphia physician, educator and au
thor and also professor of obstetrics
and gynecology at the Universaty
of Pennsylvania.

Adron Doran
Urges Support
Of Bond Issue

Dr. Adron Doran, President of
Morehead State College. has urged
alumni of that institution to support the $176 million bond issue nn
the November ballot, the Committee for Public Higher Education reported today.
The Morehead executive, in a
letter to graduates, said that the
ON FUEL
bond issue allocation for his institution will enable it to obtain federal
Cut with Shea
funds to build additions to the
and Tack OR
Breckinridge
Training
School,
Lappin Science Hall, the physical
Genuine FLEX-0-GLASS is the only
window material that carries a 2
education plant, the administraThe name FLEX-0tion building and two dormitories.
rASersates
s printed os the edge for
Of the funds to be voted, $1,630,your protection.
000 is allocated to Morehead, he
0serawore II Lumber saiires I
said, and will enable the school to
sverywher•
get federal funds for the various
projects.
AINIKee
Maitle
Fulton
Hdwe.
&
Furn.
Co.
warp Sow
PINS.
The Committee for Higher EduMaw ~I
Nam Ms 1, •
472-1101
US Lake St. Phone
cation is the co-ordinating group
for the state-supported colleges
and universities and the University
of Louisville. Max Hurt, Kirksey,
is chairman.
The over-ali allocation for higher
education in Kentucky is $17.1 milIs Oporados Si Non
lion which, in turn, will enable the
schools to obtain a capital construc• Large Display •
tion program of more than 11117 mil• Well Lighted At Night •
lion with a large share coming
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
from federal funds.
In other developments on the
bond issue the Kentucky Better
Foam
GroestIoldl
Roads Council reported the outJ. B. MANS & SONS AD 5-INPS
OM In
come of a survey in Fayette which
OreaafloW Tom.
shows ft per cent in favor of the
Meek program.
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Madera Highwitys attract tourists and
new industry
. create more Jobs ...
help our rural economy.

Our new perks attract visitors and stimulate our economy. We need to continue
the successful state park development
program now under way.

Your vote on November 2nd can help pass the Kentucky Bond Issue which will raise
the money we need for new highways, schools, parks, hospitals. Passing the Bond
IMO, which amounts to $176 million, will enable us to get a total of $685 million In
Federal Matching Funds and money from other sources,so that we can meet the needs
of our state while keeping Kentucky taxes low. The Kentucky Better Roads Council.

Health facilities must be expanded to
take better care of our mentally lit and
to provide new or expanded county
health centers.

4th
225
Num

Let's not miss the boat!
The $139 million of highway money
provided by the Kentucky Bond Issue
will entitle us to $597 million In Federal Matching Highway Funds for the
building of primary and secondary
roads, m well as the now Appalachian
system and interstate system.
Other surrounding states have siready passed bond issues entitling
them to federal grants. We must pees
the Kentucky Bond issue if we are to
get our fair sham of federal money.

Vote x YES
KentuckyBond Issue,Nov.2
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Many Highway Accidents
Involve Area Residenb
Several persons were injured in
two accidents in Obion county Saturday and Sunday while two other
mishaps investigeEed by the highway patrol involved only property
damage.
The
.most seriously injured were
Lon Hamlin, 77, and his wife, Mrs.

CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE — Kenmore combination washer and dryer. Phone
479-1922.
TAKING APPLICATIONS for
sewing machine operators, especially experienced operators and
those who had sewing training in
home economics. Apply in person
at office. Garen, Inc., Moss Side
Drive, Clinton, Kentucky.
TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307. Roper Television.
BEFORE YOU BUY a shallow
well pump, see Fulton Hardware &
Furniture Company, where prices
start at $72.50.

Oct. 24

15
ibis Loren

OSSBOW

FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Exchange Furniture Co.

WE RENT - - -

;LAND
WED.

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 472-390

Fulket, Ky.

DEWEY JOHNSON
SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
All typos of Isteswessee
"Covering ftverrIbilirm
422 Lake St.

Phone 472-1501 Fulton,Ky.
•En an mu um am pi

USED FURNITURE
SPECIALS
Refrigerators
Frigidaire
Westinghouse
General Electric
Philco

$29.95
25.00
39.95
29.95

Electric Ranges

Disabled Vets
Urged To Apply
For Insurance
Birthdays are usually pleasant
ttlagi Inuld turn out to be 12Painful for some veterans
of World War Two and the Korean
Conflict.
Olney B. Owen, Manager of the
Veterans Administration Regional
Office, Louisville, Kentucky, warned today that disabled veterans
should not delay in applying for
reinstatement of their lapsed GI
insurance. Reinstatements are possible only until May 2, 1966.
"More important than the deadline," Mr. Owen warned, "is the
fact that insurance premiums are
based on the age nearest the applicant's birthday. Thus, delay in
applying for the insurance could
actually cost the veteran."
Veterans of the two wars with
service-connected disabilities who
have let all or part of their original GI policies lapse or who did not
buy it during their military service
are eligible for the new coverage,
Mr. Owen explained.

ri

$49.95
39.95
35.00
39.95

Bedroom suite
Dinette suite
Living room suite
Couch
Kerosene heater

Explorettes Drill Team
Looks Smart In Uniforms
$29.95
"From The FHS Kennel"
25.00
10.00 The Explorettes met each Tuesday night since the first of the sum5.00 mer to prepare themselves to
march in the Banana Festival Pa19.95 rade
Mitchell

225 E. 4th._Phone 472-2412
sim sem En pm ow on

with Mary Elizabeth
as the drill master. The girls wore
green skirts and blouses corresponding to the Explorers' outfits.
They are very proud of their drill
team and made a good showing at
the Banana Festival. They won second place in the Drill Team division.

FOR SALE OR TRADE
Located in Deepwood Subdivision, fronting on
Middle Road, new three bedroom brick veneer
home. Completely modern, built in oven and range,
bath and one half, patio with sliding glass doors.
This fine home is decorated in off white with glazed
ceilings. Has 100 ft. lot which is landscaped. Will
trade up or down and will consider town or country
property of any kind in on trade.
Call Night or Day Fulton, Ky. Pho. 472-1292

WICK SMITH, REALTOR, BUILDER
If your present home is not paid for, we -will
trade for your equity; get our deal without obligation.

HOSPITAL NEWS

The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday.
Mrs. Hubert T. Stone, 66, died October 20:
last Saturday morning at her home
In Fulton, following a long illness.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Funeral services were held in
D.
Wright, Mrs. Virginia AusL.
Home
Sunday
Funeral
Whitnel
the
Ryan, Mrs. Archie Dilla
Mack
tin,
afternoon, with Rev. Charles Jobe,
pastor of the Riceville - Baptist hunt, Mrs. Vernon Robey, Sol HanChurch, officiating. Interment was cock, Harry Barber, Mrs. Dennis
French, Sr., Ronald Coffman, Lynin Greenlee Cemetery.
Surviving, in addition to her hus- ette Johnson, Fulton; Mrs. William
McClanahan,
band, are two daughters, Mrs. Duncan, Mrs. Dee
CovingVirgil
Mrs.
Lucy,
Winston
Guthrie Luther of Fulton and Mrs.
Howard Pratt of Rusk, Texas; one ton, Mrs. Taylor McKinney, Mrs.
son, Hubert Stone of Fulton; a bro- Peewee Austin, South Fulton; W.
ther, Felix Vaught of Union City, A. Parrott, Clinton; Mrs. Tansil
and a nice, Mrs. Tom Bennett, of Harding and baby, Martin; Mrs
Ray Dowdy and baby, Mayfield;
Union City.
Mrs. Kathleen Golden, Wingo; Sam
Flatts, Dukedom.

/Ira. Hubert Stone

Lovie Hamlin, 62, of Hickman.
They were admitted to Obion County General Hospital last Saturday
afternoon.
Mr. Hamlin was the driver of a
1953 Chevrolet which collided with
a 1964 Ford, driven by Edward
Johnson, 32, Hickman, on the Union
City-Hickman highway, at the State
Line Road, at 12:15 Saturday afternoon.
State Trooper P. T. English said
both Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin were
thrown from the car by the impact.
The officer said Mrs. Hamlin received a skull fracture while her
husband reportedly suffered a heart
attack after reaching the hospital.
Mrs. Margie Butler Garrison,
wife of Buddy Garrison of Mien,
suffered a severe injury to her left
ankle in a two-car, headon collision
on the Turnpike Road, about three
miles east of Obion, at 2:30 Sunday
afternoon. Several others in both
cars suffered minor cuts nsid bruises They were not hospitalized and
Trooper English said their names
were not available. Mrs. Garrison
was taken to Campbell's Clinic in
Memphis.
Four Union City young people
apparently escaped serious injury
about 4:15 Sunday afternoon when
the car in which they were riding
plunged into a deep ditch on the
Jordan highway, about three miles
north of Union City.
The car was a 1965 Plymouth,
driven by Toby Altfeld, 17, 730
Woodlawn, Union City. In the oar
with the youth were Angeline
Moore, Pam Avery and Mike
Mitchell. All were shaken up coasiderably.
Two cars collided about 2 p. inSaturday on the Union City-Fulton
Highway, at the Harris Station
Road, Trooper English said.
Involved were a 1960 Ford, driven by Mary Virginia Wolverton, 17,
Union City, and a 1955 Buick, driven by George Wells, 53, Lawrenceville, m. Both cars were traveling
north on the highway and the accident oeCurred when Mr. Wells tried
to pass the Ford as It began a left
tura.

General Electric
Hotpoint
Royal
General Electric _ _

4th St. Furniture Store

DEATHS

Mrs. Lola Workman
Mrs. Lola Montez Workman, 93,
widow of Robert Alexander Workman, died last Friday morning at
Parkway Manor Nursing Home.
Mrs. Workman was born and
lived all her life in Fulton County.
She was a member of the Mt. Carmet Baptist Church.
Funeral services were held Sunday afternoon in Hornbeak Funeral
Chapel, the Rev. Paul Jones officiating. Burial was in Palestine
Cemetery.
Surviving are four sons, Clint and
Robert Workman of Fulton, J. T.
Workman of Route 2, Clinton, and
Clifton Carnell Workman of Athens,
Tenn.; a sister, Mrs. Lucille Utley
of Senath, Mo., eleven grand children and twenty-three great grandchildren.

Oscar E. Nanney
Funeral services for Oscar Eugene Heaney, 79, were held last
Friday in Whitnel Funeral Home,
with Rev. W. T. Barnes, pastor of
the First Methodist Church, officiating. Burial was in Chapel Hill
Cemetery.
Mr. Nanney died on Thursday,
October 14, following a long illness. He was a member of the
First Methodist Church and of the
Norman B. Daniel Sunday School
class.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Opal Easley Nanney; one daughter,
Mrs. J. M. Cloyes of Lone Oak; a
son, Paul Hannay of Fulton; a
stepson, Charles Browder of Fulton; five grandchildren, one sister
and five brothers.

aftli•IN.411.11.0•0001•11Milift.

Fulton Hospital
Adding 24-Room
Spacious Wing

The Fulton Hospital is meeting
the demand of the growing population- and the need for additional
hospital rooms by constructing a
new 24-room wing, Dr. R. W. Bushart, co-owner of the hospital said
today. It is the second expansion
move taken by the hospital since it
was first established.
In 1946 an addition was made to
the hospital and 26 rooms were added. Construction will begin Monday on the ultra-modern wing.
The addition will adjoin the rear
of the present building and will
have 24 private rooms with baths
and each room will have individual
air
conditioning and heat control.
JONES HOSPITAL
The building will be a two-story
Smith,
Essary,
Riley
Mattie
Mrs.
brick, and is due for completion afArthur Devore, Curtis Thurman, ter the first of the year.
Mrs. George James, Mrs. Warren
Plans were drawn by Peck de AsBard, Mrs. Fannie O'Nen, Bill
Gore, Gary Olive, Belinda Newton, sociates, Paducah architects. Joe
Fulton; Mrs. Herman Wade, Lynn- Bill Luten is the superintendent of
ville; Mrs. Ada Ross, Mrs. Wayne construction.
Workman, Mrs. A. A. McGuire, The Fulton Hospital staff includes
Dukedom.
three physicians, Dr. R. W. Bushart, Dr. Glynn Bushart and Dr.
FULTON HOSPITAL
R. T. Peterson.
Preston Bennett, Mrs. Guy
•
Thacker, Mrs. William Webb, Mrs.
Vodie Hardin, Mrs. Dorris Lacewell, Mrs. Charles Mulcahy and
baby, W.K Hisey, Mrs. Jesse McAlister, Bertes Pigue, Mrs. J. W.
Elledge, Mrs. A. B. Roberts, Fulton; Mrs. Harold Newton, Geneva
Cavir, Joyce Latham, South Ful.
ton; Harold Phipps, Mrs. Thad
Snow, Mrs. Gary Jackson and
baby, John Thompson, Route 1,
Fulton; Reed Holmes, Route 3,
Fulton; J. B. Byrne, Mrs. Louis
Tibbs and baby, Water Valley;
Walter Tuck, Route 1, Water Valley; Mrs. Radford Chambers, Mrs.
Uel Laird, Dukedom; Mrs. Thurman Howell, Crutchfield; Mrs.
John Bishop, Bardwell; Roy McWhetter, Clinton; Mrs. Lou O'Neal,
Route 1, Clinton; Mrs. Bertha
Jones, Miss Burma Mills, Route 2,
Arlington, Mrs. Mary Holland,
Dewey Allen, Hickman.
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Students Will Take
ACT,SAT Tests

Football Field Has
Useful Crow's Nest

"From The F HS Kennel"

"From The FHS Kennel"

The ACP tests Igoe required at all
Kentucky State Colleges, the University of Tennessee and Memphis
State. Students may register for
these tests by October 16, January
22, April 2, June 4, or July 16 it
either Martin or Murray. AU
scholarship students must register
by the first date.

If you happen to see any footbal'
players walking around in shade:
and singing autographs, it's be
cause they're in the movies—a
least at Fulton High. A crow's nes
has been built above the stands t
take pictures of all home games
These films will be shown to th
players and coaches enabling then
to see their mistakes. The nest
The SAT tests are required at
with a four foot square bulldog o
Memphis State, Vanderbilt, and the front,
stands 35 feet high.
Southwestern. Registration closes
on November 6, December 4, FebThere also has been added twl
ruary 5, April 9, and June 11 at mercury vapor lights. These lights
Mayfield.
along with the crow's nest, wer
bought by the Student Athleti
Let's Get An Industry
Fund,

You'll Say they're delicious'

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
-

Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.
•

America's

Mrs. Ola May Covington
Funeral services for KM Ola
May Covington were held Monday
In Hornbeak Funeral chapel, with
Rev. Gerald Stow, pastor of the
South Fulton Baptist Church, officiating, assisted by Rev. J. F.
McMinn.
Mr'. Covington, 67, the widow of
J. C. Covington, died last Saturday
afternoon in Western State Hospital
at Hopkinsville. She was a charter
member of the Gardner Methodist
Church at Gardner, Tennessee.
Surviving are two sons, Jack
Covington of South Fulton and J.
W. Covington of Samburg, Tenn.:
one daughter, Mrs Jewel Russell
of Fulton; a brother C. H. Stover
of Martin, and two grandchildren,
Tom and David Russell of Fulton.

girdle

ttT
Workmen's
Compensation
Is Increased
Workmen's compensation insurance benefits in Kentucky will be
higher in 1966, according to J. Keller Whitaker, director of the State
Workmen's Compensation Board in
the Department of Labor.
He has notified insurers and selfinsured companies of the new benefits, determined by him and approved by the Board.
The benefits are based by law
upon the average weekly wage in
the state for the latest year in
which records are complete. Whitaker said the Department of Economic Security has certified that
the 1964 average weekly wage was
$93.06.
He listed these weekly maxim=
benefit payments which will become effective January 1:
Temporary and permanent-total
benefits, $44; permanent-partial,
temporary-partial and death, $40.
The minimum benefit will be $20.
Present payments are $41, $37
and 219 respectively.
Whitaker said he had been advised by the Attorney General's office that an increase in maximum
weekly benefits must be made
where the change in benefit payments, based upon a percentage of
the agerage weekly wage, is $2 or
more.

Genuine Crystal
SOFT-SKIN

Of knitted puckered last x with
nylon front panel. Guaranteed
non-run, washes and dries like
a hanky. Sizes: small, medium,
large, extra large.
White only.

*2

Alas avallabb is black Es $2.50

Long Leg Soft Skin
PANTY

CUT GLASS

one glass with 7 gallon gasoline purchase
Here's another quality premium offer by your Good
Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealer. You get one 12-ounce,
crystal cut glass FREE with every purchase of 7 gallons of Ashland Vitalized Gasoline. These heavy-base
beverage glasses will add to the attractiveness of your
table setting. And they're ideal for use when entertaining. Start now to collect a complete set of glasses
at Good NeighborlItahlandi Oil Dealers displaying the
"FREE CUT GLASS" sign.
Offer expires November 30, 1965

Flatter your figure with the
now Long Lee Soft Skin panty
with nylon front panel.
Guaranteed non-run.
Sizes Small, Medium, Large,
Extra-Urge, White Only.

$3.00

GIORGI GUNTER BUYS
REGISTERED ANGUS CATTLE
George Gunter, Fulton, recently
purchased six registered Angus
cows and one Aberdeen-Angus bull
from Meadow Run Stock Farm, Pa111,00Seslielle1eematimmieseessimee
ducah, Kentucky.

ASHLAND OIL. & REFINING COMPANY
•

Fallon essay
Agent's News
JOHN WAITS
Beef Cattle Performance Testing
The grading and weighing of 0bloc County Beef Cattle herds on
the University of Tennessee Performance Testing Program was
completed last week for the 1966
season. The following Beef Cattle
Herds are on the program at the
present time: Mr. J. H. Bennett,
Mr. Charles Cannon, Mr. Parnell
Garrigan, Mr. Paul Grisham &
Sons, Mr. Thelbert Sowell and Dr.
Robert G. Latimer. More Beef Cattle herds are in the program in this
county than any other West Tennessee County. Dr. Latimer's herd
is also on Performance Registry International.
Briefly the program consists of
weighing and placing an official
grade type score on the beef calves
at weaning time. The official grader for West Tennessee is Mr. John
Randle from Somerville, Tennessee, with the Tennessee Department of Agriculture. After weighing and grading the records are
placed on IBM Machines which returns to the producer information
such as average daily gain, adjusted daily gain, grade, and index
an each calf. The daily gains are
adjusted for sex of call and age of
dam.
The program is not free because
each producer pays a $10.00 yearly
enrollment fee plus the entire cost
of the grader. The program is designed to help the beef producers in
such ways as: cull low producing
calves, select replacement heifers,
select bull prospects, evaluate herd
sires, and evaluate current management practices.
More farmers in the future will
use the performance testing program in testing bulls, because at
the present time it is the best
method we have to give us some indication of a young bulls potential.
Corn Harvest About Complete
The corn harvest is about complete with a number of grain dealers telling me that about 90 percent of the corn has been harvested.
k lot of farmers have also informed
me that 196$ has produced the
highest yield of corn per acre in
Obion County that they can remember.
The cotton harvest season is well
underway with gins running way
into the nights. One interesting
thing about the cotton picking season is that four cotton ginners told
me last week that about 35 percent
of the cotton in their areas was
picked by mechanical cotton pickers.
The soybean harvesting season is
just starting and it may be another
week before it is in full swing. The
few farmers that have started in
their soybeans report good yields.
Lamb Pool Next Tuesday - Oct. II
The fall lamb pool for our area
will be held at the Botts-Evans
Stockyard in Union City next Tuesday, October 26. The lamb pool is
sponsored by the Obion County
Farm Bureau and we hope that all
lamb producers remember the date
of the lamb pool.
Farm Dates To Remember
October 26 - Lamb Pool - Union
City- Botts-Evans.

Forestry Division Taking Steps
To Bring Emphasis To Laws
The Division of Forestry has taken
steps to bring esnphasis to its fire
laws, and failure to comply with
these lows will bring prosecution
through citations issued by special
enforcement officers of the Forestery Department.
Ed Joiner, Law Enforcement Officer of this district, asked county
residents to pay particular attention to the "burning law" (KRS
149.400). "We must bring the people of Fulton and Hickman County
to the realization that the only fire
protection available is through preventive measures and our people
who are called in time of fire
need", Joiner said.
Improper burning this year will
be a more serious offense than in
the past. State Forestry Enforcement officials will begin on October
1st to issue citations against fire
law violators.
Enforcement officials in all districts of Kentucky will carry concealed weapons for their protection
and wear badges as a symbol of
authority. This was cleared through
the Attorney General's Office last
spring in a ruling.
Courts in the area have pledged
full support to suppress improper
burning during the "peak season"
of fire control, as well as in other
months.
The crackdown was called for at
the state level recently by Gene
Butcher, Forestry Division Director. Butcher said, "We just believe
the answer to the reduction in
forest fires will have to come from

Tree Planting Begins
On University Campus
The first of 100 trees which the
Blue Grass Centennial Committee
plans to plant on the University of
Kentucky campus during the Centennial Year has been placed in
front of Memorial Hall.
During formal ceremonies on
Oct. 9, the tree, a red oak, was presented to UK Executive Vice President A. D. Albright by the Lexington Council of Federated Garden
Clubs.

ASIA'S CORN CROP UP
NEW DELHI — Asia's corn production last year was 990 million
bushels, 50 million bushels higher
than 1963 because of larger than
than 1963 because of larger crops in
India. Thailand, Indonesia and the
Philippines.

Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in wishing "Happy Birthday" to the following friends:
October 22: Mrs. Hulon Allen,
Jimmie Gilbert, Jean Neely; October 23: Donna Peeples, R. Paul
Westpheling, "Doc" Wright; October 24: David Newton, Mrs.
Stuart Poston, Terri Van Doren;
October 26: Terry Lee Adams;
October 26: Greg Binford, Rhonda
Jones, Hugh Wright; October 27:
Shirley Lee Fields; October 22:
Teddy Barclay, Willodean Zickefoe's.

4WALKER

Ten High
is very good
bourbon
•sip it slow and easy

•it's TRUE bourbon
•it's made by Hiram Walker

•it's $6 proof
•it's straight bourbon
whiskey

$2.50 $4.00
4/5 Qt.
Pint

I FULL QUART $5.00
(Tax Included)

%UM

WALKERS

af°
i44
WhiseeY

ALSO AVAILABLE IN 100 PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
HIRAM WALKER I SONS INC, PEORIA, ILLINOIS

more vigorous law enforcement.
We have never known until now
what peace officer powers we
have", he added.
Special officers will cite anyone
they see starting a fire before 4:30
p. m. during the fire season and
upon conviction can be fined not
less than $30.00 or more than
$100.00 or imprisoned for not less
than 10 days nor more than six
months or both. (This is text of
K. R. S. 149.00)
Forestry officials pointed out that
the fall fire season is just beginning
with the peak fire danger in October through December.
Forestry personnel feel that the
crackdown by the department will
help in preventing fires this season. "We will seek the cooperation of the residents of our area
and attempt to stress the importance of forest fire prevention",
George Harrington, Ranger of
Fulton and !Eckman County and
Gene Aubin District Forester said
today.
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operation performed last Wednesday.
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rostrum and fell. Although no bones
Joyce McCall left Monday for St. were broker, she received quite a
spending several
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farm burned Monday WAAL A
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usual,
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celebrated her 91st birthday on pital in Fulton. She will celebrate
Jewelry Company
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FIRE SEASON ... JUST AHEAD
Each year I assist in conducting a
fire fighting school in Southern Illinois with the Illinois Division of
Forestry, Madison Coal Corp., and
the Agricultural and Forestry
Dept. of the Illinois Central Railroad. The purpose of this school is
to train fire crews who help protect
over 1-2 million trees planted on
Madison Coal Corp. land since 1910.
It is of prime importance to protect the young seedlings, especially
before they make their appearance
over the weeks. This is just one
phase of proper forestry and land
usage.
would like to relay some of the
tricks of the trade in fighting fire
that we use in our fire school. First
the tools in fighting a fire are: a
barb pack can, which contains we-,
tar and a hand pump; a council
rake which is nothing more than
4 sections of mower blades; a flapper, which is about 14 inches wide
and 20 inches long and is made of
rubber. Other tools include an ax,
shovel, and cross cut saw. We have
other equipment such as fire plows,
motor driven scratchers for building fire lanes, and motorized water
supplies. The rake is used in the
woods where scratching is essential
In fire lane construction. The flapper is used in the grass since the
flapper would blow the leaves
around and maybe set more fires.
The council rake on the other hand
would be useless in grass as it
would become tangled in the grass.
You can see why it is necessary to
look over a fire first and see just
what is burning before action is
taken. Every second counts in lire
control, but steps should be correct
ones.
There are three main factors that
keep fires burning: FUEL, HEAT,
and AIR. The removal of any one
of these will kill the blaze, and that
Is just what we try to do in controlling Mr. Fire. By the same token we use three methods in controlling a fire, and they are: cooling the fire with water, removing
the air with the flapper, and raking
away the fuel. Back firing is the
method used to remove the fuel
from a raging fire moving toward
a house or barn. This is done as a
last resort and only by experienced
foresters or fire wardens. A fire
lane is plowed across the main
blaze and a fire set in the path of
the fast moving fire.
A fire fighter should get help
quickly as possible and decide on a
plan of action, getting the blaze under control quickly as possible.
Conditions vary on most all fires
so rules are difficult to set. Fire
crews should always work very
closely together and stay with the
back pack can as water has a two
fold purpose, it cools the fire and
helps in sealing off air. Always
stay ahead of the main blaze and
NEVER tackle a fire alone, get
help if possible. The only fire one
man can control is on the end of
his cigarette . . . and sometimes
this one can cost millions of dollars
before it is brought under control!
Remember the three C's in fire
control: CAUTION, CARE, and COOPERATION. These words could
save a barn, a house, or even a
life, if others remembered! Shall
we all join in spreading the three
C's instead of fires this season/
Did You Know . . In the big
California fire a few years ago,
there were 3,000 fire fighters involved and no life was lost, not even a
serious burn was reported, but milWu in property went up in smoke.

As provided in Chapter 188(H13 474)of the 1964 Acts of the Kentucky General Assembly, the sense of the people of this State shall be taken on November 2, 1965, concerning
the issuance and sale of general obligation bonds of the Commonwealth for the construction or reconstruction of highways bridges, tunnels and other appurtenances wherein there
is federal cost participation, and for State agencies and public purposes hereinafter designated in the ballot question for the acquisition of land, the construction and reconstruction of buildings, installation of service facilities and the purchase and installation of
equipment, facilities and furnishings for buildings and structures. The question to be voted upon by the people of this State at the general election to be held November 2, 1965 is as
follows:
GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS OF THE COMMONWEALTH
Are you in favor of the Act of the General Assembly known as House Bill,
No. 474 enacted at the regular session of 1964 wherein it is proposed that the
Commonwealth issue and sell its General Obligation Bonds in addition to all
bonds heretofore authorized by the voters in the principal sum of one hundred
and seventy six million dollars($176,000,000),from the proceeds of which one
hundred and thirty nine million dollars ($139,000,000) will be set aside for
construction or reconstruction of highways, bridges, tunnels and other appurtenances wherein there is to be federalcost participation in any amount or
portion thereof; and thirty seven million dollars ($37,000,000) will be set
aside for state agencies and public purposes for the acquisition of lands, the
construction and reconstruction of buildings and structures, installation of
service facilities, and the purchase and installation of equipment, facilities,
and furnishings of a permanent nature for buildings and structures for the
state agencies or public purposes as follows: Kentucky Industries far the
Blind, School for the Deaf, School for the Blind, Department of Education for
vocational schools, Department of Libraries, University of Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky State College, Kentucky State College, Morehead State College, Murray State College, and Western Kentucky State College, medical
education facilities, Department of Mental Health for mental health facilities,
Tuberculosis Hospital Commission for Hazelwood T.B. Hospital renovation,
Department of Child Welfare for child welfare facilities, Department of
Health for county health centers, Health Services Building addition, Department of Correction, Department of Agriculture for animal disease diagnostic
laboratory, State Fair Board and Murray State College for livestock sales
and exhibition facilities, Department of Conservation for small lakes, Department of Conservation for forestry facilities, Department of Parks, Department of Aeronautics for airport facilities, Department of Public Safety for
stale police barracks?
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• DETROIT NEWS
Iv Rey Maurer
The weather here is just grand.
Indian summer.
Mrs. Mayme Phelps says, "A
great big thank youl" for all cards
and phone calls she received on her
75th birthday. Said she heard from
some folks that were in the second
grade at Beelerton School.
Mrs. Jackson celebrated her
birthday October 8th, 85 years
young.
Mrs'. Lucile Maurer's birthday
was October 12th; Miss Janice Garland's, October 12th; David Bow.
den's October lath. Happy Birthday to all of you from all of us.
Rev. Donald Resserr, from Juvenile Court, is filling our pulpit each
Sunday until we can get our new
pastor on the meld. Be is bringing
some very good messages.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Drake are the
new sponsors of our young people
and the number attending has increased a lot.
Dan Fuller is home from the hospital.
Mrs. Wayne Phelps had as her
visitors Mrs. Debie McAlister and
sons, Hardie Lee and Richard, Jr.,
all of Wingo, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Hari* Mull, of
Detroit, visited Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Mull at Grand Rapids, Mich.
The book report for the missionary auxiliary was given by Roy
Maurer, as we have no pastor, and
about 55 were present. A very delicious meal was served by our
ladies and all went home FULL,
but happy.
Sunday evening guest speaker
was Rev. Tom Forrester of the
General Assembly Board. Services
were held at Faith Church in St.
Clair Shores, with First Church,
and, as usual, a lunch was served.
One thing you can say, we in the
north sure like to eat.
Our Missionary Church at Perry,
Mich., has increased to thirty
families since starting the middle
of August. Mr. Uel Phelps does the
preaching at present. He will be
ordained as full-time pastor next
year.
Mr. and Mrs. Gert Prince, of
Hanford Avenue in Warren, had as
house guests and for family reunion
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Prince, daughter
Dorothy and son Larry; Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Prince and daughter
Sherryl; Mr. and Mrs. Byron Yokel
from Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. Yates
and daughters from west side of
Detroit and from Dayton, 061o,
with their children; Mr. and Mrsr
Walter Hawes and daughters from
Royal Oak; Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Yates and son. Jimmy. from Warren, and Mrs. Joe Wright from Detroit.
See you in church Sunday.

--am.
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Wrecker Service
— Radio Dispatchod —
108 W. State Lino

Dial 472-1821
Nights, Dial 472-1174

Letters To Editor Deadline Is
November 19
For Navy ROTC

KENTUCKY AUTHORITY FOR
EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
Lexington, Ky. 40501
October 11, 1966
Dear Editor:
We are being asked with increasing frequency whether ETV is part
of the bond referendum that Kentuokians will vote on in November.
The answer is no, it is not. The
ETV Network will be financed
separately. But, as a practical matter, everyone will suffer if the referendum doesn't pass. Every program will be hurt whether it is part
of the referendum or not.
A man is judged by the neighborhood he lives in. And every Kentuckian is judged by the image
Kentucky has in the nation.
If this referendum fails to pass,
every one of us will be the loser.
Not only will we lose far more in
federal dollars than the state dollars some mistakenly think we'll
"save;" we will also lose our
image as a state on the move, a
state attractive to industry, a'state
whose citizens are forward looking.
And the worst of it is that it will be
true.
Cordially,
0. Leonard Press
Executive Director

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Friel&
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum entertained Sunday for the 79th birthday of their dad, the Rev. T. T.
Harris, who now resides with them.
A nice dinner was served at noon,
with the following enjoying the
day: Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mathis and
daughters, Sammie Jane, Liz and
Becky; Grant Bynum and Margrett, and the J. W. Bynum family.
Rev. Harris received many gifts
and cards and it was a delightful
occasion for him.
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
the eleven o'clock hour and also the
evening service, held preceding the
BTU meeting at the usual hour.
Mrs. Dan Mathis isn't feeling as
well and is in bed a portion of the
time. We hope she will be feeling
better soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
and sons, Mark and Stevie, of Martin, were visitors in the home of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Buton Las.
atter, the past Sunday.
Get Well wishes are extended to
Beth and Lori Lee, daughters of
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Cunningham,
Washington, Ind., who had tonallectomies the past week. They are
recovering satisfactorily at this
time.
Bro. Charles Wall will fill the
pulpit at Knob Creek Church of
Christ next Sunday at 11 a. m.
Mrs. Annie Mitchell isn't improving as speedily as all friends had
hoped for and remains in bed a
portion of the time.
All over the locality the farmers
are taking advantage of the ideal
weather for harvest, by combining
beans, picking corn, cotton and
saving the last of the lespeden
crop. All yields are reported to be
better than expected, due to dry,
hot weather several weeks ago.
411111111151111111111111111
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ATICINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOB TOM
[•

FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
" FARM LOANS

OFFICE PHONE 472-1351
200 MAIN STRUT
FULTON, ILENTUCILT

FOR SALE

High School seniors and graduates have only until November 19
to apply for the Navy's Reserve
Officer Training Corps. Applicants
will take the nationwide ,competiitve examination on December 11
as the first step toward an appointment as midshipman.
Designed to supplement the career officer output of the U. S.
Naval Academy, the NROTC program makes it possible for a young
man to earn a regular commission
while studyinrat one of 52 civilian
colleges which have an NROTC
unit. All tuition, fees and books are
furnished by the Navy, and the
student receives a retainer of $50 a
month for not more than four
years.
During the summers the student
goes on interesting training cruises
to different parts of the world. Alter completing a four-year college
course, he is commissioned in the
Regular Navy or Marine Corps and
goes on active duty as a career officer in the Naval service. He receives the same promotional opportunities, duty assignments and
benefits as Naval Academy graduates.
High school seniors and graduates who will be at least 17 but
not 21 years of age on June 30,
1966 may apply for the Navy College Aptitude Test. Those who
make a qualifying score will be
given a thorough physical examination in January or February of
1966. From the number of qualified
young men remaining in competition, approximately 1,600 will be
selected to begin their naval careers in college next September.
Application forms are available
at local high schools, Navy Recruiting Stations, from the Chief
of Naval Personnel, Department of
Navy, Washington, D. C. 20370 or
from Captain R. S. Belcher Jr.,
U. S. N. University of Louisville,
Louisville, Kentucky. 40208.

S. P. NOORE & CO.

There is pleasure in
doing things with others. ,
It may be looking at a y
picture magazine, or
riding toys, or for
parents it my even be
sharing knowledge of
the day's events that
bring joy.
God's people have a desire'
to share with you
in the greatest joy, that
of worshiping together in
God's House. ATTEND
CHURCH SUNDAY

• PIERCE STATION
By Mrs. Charles Lowe
The revival began at Chapel Hill
Sunday, services at eleven each
morning and seven-thirty each
night. Rev. Claud Smythmire, of
Atlanta, Ga., is the visiting speaker. The public is cordially invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Hall Glover and
mrs. Twirl. Easterwood went to
Nashville Wednesday to take Mr.
Glover's mother to her daughter's
for a visit.
Mrs. Bob Deldyer, Mrs. Virginia
Hay, and Mrs. Christine Pierce
spent Sunday in Murray with Mrs.
Pierce's son, Harmon, and wife.
Mrs. Frank Millen has had visitors from Detroit last week.
Our community extends sympathy to Mrs. Horace Norman in
the death of her brother, Oscar
Nanney, last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Davis and
Mr. and Mrs. Dock Nanney visited
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith Sunday
afternoon. Both Mr. and Mrs. Smith
are improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Smithson
have returned from Minois, after
two weeks vacation.
Billy Stem was in Paducah Saturday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams, of
Martin, spent last Tuesday with
Mrs. C. E. Lowe.
Several from here attended the
funeral of Mrs. Workman at Hornbeak's Sunday afternoon.
Visitors in the home of DeWitt
Matthews over the week end were
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Ragsdale of
Centrolia, Ill., and Mr. and Mrs.
Ronnie Pitt and children of Indianapolis. Mr. and Mrs. Ragsdale will
remain for two weeks.
Mrs. Jack Lowe returned last
Tuesday from the Baptist Hospital
in Memphis, after a three weeks
stay She was taken to Hillview
Hospital, but hopes to come home
today, Monday.

Mr. and Mrs. Durell Terrell,
and Mrs. Dale Cummings, Mr
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan, Mr.
Mrs. Bonnie Cummings, and
and Mrs. Morrison.
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By Mr.. Barret Venetia
Mr. Jim Brown and Mrs. Jack Wilson family.
and Donna.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Bewley, fron
Members and friends of the
Memphis, spent the week end IOU
Mrs. Mag Reed, Mr. and Mrs. her parents, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Braun, Mr.
Chestnut Glade Home Demonstraand Mrs. A. B
tion Club quilted two quilts last and Mrs. John Verhine, Opal Fred Hall and Mr. and Mrs. Herb Reed.
Wednesday. These will be given to Pounds, and Mr. and Mrs: Sam Maxwell, from Detroit, visited Mr.
some one who has the misfortune to Rogers visited Mr. and Mrs. Har- and Mrs. Mart Reed and Mr. and
Every man carries with him al
vey Vaughan Sunday. Mrs. Rogers, Mrs. Roy Brown last week end.
need help of this kind.
who lives at Murray, will be re- Mrs. Hall will visit relatives and world in which he must live.
Mrs. Laverne Owensby, Mrs. membered as Willodean Brann.
friends for a few weeks before relurning to Detroit.
Wayne Grissom and Mrs. Jim
The Chestnut Glade Club Will
Hicks attended the County Council
Will Reed is visiting his daughmeeting at Dresden Saturday after- meet in the home of Mrs. W. C.
noon. Plans were made for the 'Morrison at 1:00 p. m., Thursday, ter, Mrs. Clay McConnell, and famAchievement luncheon on Decem- October 21. Visitors are cordially ily in Chicago. Mr. McConnell hart
returned from a European trip in 107 Coosausebi
Phone SI
ber 4 at the Dresden School lunch invited:
room. This occasion marks the beMrs. W. C. Morrison is substitut- the interest of Swift & Company, Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum,
ginning of the holiday season for ing in the Dresden school for Mrs. by whom he has been employed
for
the
past
several
years.
—Vinyl
Conand Tile.
many members of the Home Dem- Louise Stephenson, who had surgratulations to him for such a nice
—Downs Cargetir:
gery last week.
onstration Clubs in the County.
—Upholstering, Modern•
Mrs. Orvin Morrison continues to opportunity for such interesting
Ches Morrison was honored with improve after a recent attack of travel, also to Swift & Company
Antique
a bountiful birthday supper last pneumonia. Sunday visitors were for such a capable employee.
Saturday. Those enjoying this oc- Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Smith and chilMrs. Groat Rails, from Cumbercasion were: Mr. and Mrs. Wiley dren of Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. land City, Tenn., has been visiting JAMES HAZELWOOD
Sims, Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brtmdige, James Morrison, Mr. and Mrs. her daughter, Mrs. A. B. Reed, and

CHESTNUT GLADE

The Church is God's appointed agency in
this world for spreading the knowledge of
His love for mon and of His demand for
man to respond to that love by loving his
neighbor. Without this grounding in the
love of God, no government or society or
way of life will long persevere and the
freedoms which we hold so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even from a
selfish point of view, one should support
the Church for the sake of the welfare of.
himself and his family. Beyond that, however, every person should uphold and
participate in the Church beeause it tells
the truth about man's life, death and
destiny; the truth which alone will set him
free to live as a child of God.

THIS SERIES OF CHURCH ADS IS BEING PUBLISHED THROUGH THE COOPERATION OF THE LOCAL MINISTERIAL
ASSOCIATION AND IS SPONSORED BY THE UNDERSIGNED INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton

Mdonan - Fulton Co's. R.E.C.C.
"Use Better Electrically°

Phone 472-3151

NEW BRICK — Orchard Drive —3 bedroom,family room-kitchen
combination, utility room. You can select your final colors.
35 ACRE FARM — S miles North of Fulton, good second bottom
land - Good small house with bath and kitchen cabinets.
Prices! at MOO.
40 ACRE FARM — S miles North of Fulton with small 2 bedroom
home and barn. This place is well located I mile West of Water
Valley on Mt. Zlen Road.

CANNON =ICY
129 Broadway, Fulton, Kentucky 42041
Phone: 479-2851

• CAYCE NEWS

Morris It; S. Fulton

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 472-13U

By Miss Clarke Bondurant
Mrs. Pattie Mae Burnette spent
last Friday with Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and Clarice.
Mesdames Ailie Baker of Clinton
and Grace Hoodenpyle of near Clinton were Wednesday dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan.
Mrs. Jim Ammons is visiting relatives in Arkansas.
Mr. and Mrs. Luby Underwood,
of Madisonville, Ky., were Sunday
dinner emits of Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Sloan. They also visited
with Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson and
Mrs. Bessie Allen.
Sunday afternoon guests of Mrs.
Daisie Bondurant and Clarke were
Mr. and Mrs. Malcomn Inman and
Mrs. Lou Bondurant and Camille.
Work. is progressing nicely on
the new Baptist Church, which is
being built on the lot where the
old church was located.
Sunday afternoon guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Sloan were Mr.
and Mrs. Raymeed Sloan and 111r.
and Mrs. William Sloan of Fulton.

We buy and mil daily
Phone 479-2652

Hickman, Ky.

Airlene Gas Co. of Fulton, Inc.

Your Prescription Drug Store
COUNTRY HOMill — 4 large rooms, utility room, bath and deep
well. This attractive hem* is located 4 miles South of South Fulton.

William Ward. livestock

Buten* and Propane gas dealer

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co..Inc
Kentucky Ave.,

Fulton

Felten, Ky.

Phone 472-1471

Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.

SMALLMAN SHEET METAL

See us for all your Insurance needs

Lennox gas furnaces, air enrallitiorilt

231 Main St.

Phone 472-1341

Travelers Inn Restaurant

heat pump; electric fumes*

Featuring Home-Made Pies

PURE MILK COMPANY

Special Sunday Dinner

At the store or at your deer
Fulton, Ky.

SEARS
Shop by Phone

Phone 479-1411

South Fulton, Tenn.

Phone 472.4311

JET LANES
E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky.

Union City, Tenn.

Special rates to Church groups
110 Feerth St.

Phone 472440

South Pullen, Tenn.

THE CITIZENS BANK

Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.

Hemphill Cities Service Station
Tires, Batteries, tuber nooks
Broadway St.
Mom 479-9173

King Motor Company.
Authorized Perdiac and Rambler Dooley

Make our beak your bank
Mew and See* Ptatten
Hickman, Ky.

Phone 23641M

101 W. State Line

Plume 479-3371
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MAYOR DeMYER—

UNICEF—

(Continued Prom Pass One)
ter.
While the International Banana
Festival Association plans for its
third exciting festival, I share the
hope of the twin communities that
such a center can booline a reality
by the fourth festival in 1906.
I have fold the good citizens of
these comilagliitiee that my office
will be anaillile at any time to
assist in any way what that we can
to bring about a civic center in
Fulton.
Sincerely,
/s/ Edward T. Breathitt

(Continued /rein Page One)
them they are the only link with
modern medieal and nursing practices.
INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE
Most of these facts and figures
are familiar to American youths
who have already participated in
the Trick or Treat for UNICEF
program. Many of them are also
aware of UNICEF's effort to bring
some measure of education, including manual arts and agricultural
techniques, to countries where less
than half of the primary schoolage children are in school.
More difficult Aar them to grasp,
and of primary concern to adults,
is the implicalipn found in the fact
that in the underdeveloped world,
the child population is increasing
by about two and a half per cent
a year. This is taking place at a
time when the global situation
could best be summarized in a
single word—change. Often the
turmoil and upheavals which make
the headlines reflect only super-

Tennessee Executive Chamber
Nashville, Tennessee
May 3, 1965
Mayor Milton Counce
City of South Fulton, Tennessee
Dear Mayor Counce:
It is my understanding that the
Internatioral Banana Festival Association, Inc., is applying to the
Community Facilities Agency for
a grant to conduct a feasibility
study with regard to the establishment of a civic center at Fulton,
Kentucky-South Fulton, Tennessee.
In connection with this, I wanted
you to know that Tennessee has a
keen interest in the Banana Festival and in the ensuing promotion
of good relations with our LatinAmerican neighbors.
This year, Tennessee will participate financially in the Festival.
I feel that a civic center, which
might become a permanent part
of the Banana Festival, would be
most appropriate and I wish you
good luck with your application to
the Community Facilities Agency.
Sincerely,
/s/ Frank G. Clement

Fulton High Has
New Teachers
At the beginning of this school
year two new teachers were added
to the Fulton High faculty. They
are Mrs. Felix Gossum and Mr.
Richard Gossum.
Although this is the first time
Mrs. Gomm has taught at Fulton
regularly, she has been a substitute teacher here for seven
years. She also has taught for a
brief time at South Fulton.
Mrs. Gossum graduated from Fulton High, where she played an instrument in the band and was active in other school activities. She
received her Bachelor of Arts degree from Murray State College
and she was a member of the
French Club, German Club, Women's Athletic Association, Wells
Hall Council, College News Staff,
International Relations Club, Kipa
Pi, and Alpha Sigma Alpha during
her college years.
Mrs. Gossum is teaching Freshman English in the absence of Mrs.
Ray Steele. The Gosstuns reside in
Country Club Courts, where they
attend the Episcopal Church. Their
son, Mike, is in his sophomore year
at Fulton High. Pat, their other
son, is a fifth grade student.
Mr. Richard Gossum, the new
teacher of biology and sciences,
has previously taught physics and
chemistry at Heath and Mayfield
high schools. He graduated from
Fulton High where he was active
in several of the school activities.
He received his Bachelor of Science
degree from Murray State College,
where he was active in many college affairs.
In 1962 Mr. Gossum married the
former Miss Sandra Sisson of Cuba,
Kentucky. They live at 400 Third
Street and attend the Church of
Christ.

ROTC Program At UK
Has 789 Enrolled

•
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Westpheling, Fulton.
1 clinkissa; Thomas A. Ballantine,
Loativile; Ivan Jett, Georgetown,
Market
Labor
Better
Conveying
and Wendell Butler, commissioner,
Information to the Industrial }InslIestucky Departmcni. of Agriculpect—B. Hudson Milner, Louisville,
ture.
chairman; Lee B. Thomas, Louisville; Al Whitehouse, Covington, Shaping A Favorable State Imand Dr. Carl Cabe, commissioner, age and Business Climate--Al
Kentucky Department of Labor.
Brinkley, Louisville, chairman;
Improving the State's Competi- Mark E. EastIn, Jr., Madisonville;
tive Position for Economic Growth Jahn W. Woods, Jr., Ashland, and
—G. J. Tankersley, Owensboro, L. B. Davis, Owensboro.
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WEST KY.—
tee will be Frank Parton, Paducah,I
ant, Louischairman; Dellaun
e.
ville and K.0. Cayce,
The other new oestuditees are:
Activadng the TelleiblaZDevelopment Program—E. B. Kennedy,
Covington, chairman; Miss Katherine Peden, commissioner, Kentucky Department of Commerce;
J. R. Miller, Owensboro, and Paul

SUPER RIGHT FUL

"From The FF4S Keener

SOUTH FULTON—
(Continued on Page Sight)
The letter written by City Manager Dunn to Mansfield is as follows:
Oct. 18, 1965
Mr. Elmer Mansfield,
Acting Director of Public Safety
South Fulton, Tennessee
Dear Mr. Mansfield:
Some months back you were appointed to the position of Acting Director of Public Safety by me at
the time the Department of Public
Safety was established.
Last Saturday you were advised
that another person was being
given a permanent appointment as
Director of Public Safety, and that
you were welcome to continue
with the City of South Fulton in the
Department.
Subsequent discussion about this
matter has indicated your decided
inability to work under these conditions, and maintain loyalty to the
City.
If you recall, I previously told
you that the position of Director of
Public Safety called for qualifiesllons which you did not possess,
but the Commission and myself
were willing to go along with you
as Acting Director until such time
as a person came available whom
I felt could qualify for the job.
Hence it is the beet interests of FHA Holds Installation
the City of South Fulton that your Of Twenty-three Members
employment be terminated, an of
"From The FIG Kennel"
this date. You will be advised of
The Fulton Chapter of the Future
termination pay.
Homemakers of America held its
Very truly yours,
first meeting in the Farm Room on
Henry Dunn, Jr.
September 15 with Judy Olive preCity Manager
siding.
The opening rituals were used,
and the officers and the chapter
mothers were Introduced to the
members. The installation of the
new members was held with twenty-three girls being welcomed into
Even though the ROTC program the club.
at the University of Kentucky went
In the business session, Dee
on a voluntary basis a year ago, Fields was elected to fill the office
students Maintain a high interest of reporter.
in both the Army and Air Force
Brenda McBride presented Cheryl
programs. The Air Force wing has Underwood and Judy Olive who re380 cadets, while the Army has en- ported on the State FHA meeting
rolled 409 for a total of 789 men in which was held on the campus of
the UK program. With enrollment Morehead State College in June.
of more Air Force cadets in the
basic subjects over last year's enrollment, it is predicted that ad- CANADA OUTPACES U. S.
NEW YORK—For every ton of
vanced course participation will
climb steadily at UK, which is be- newsprint produced in the United
lieved true also for Army advanced States, users import two from Cantraining.
ada.

aft
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destiny el their countries will be in
better or for worse.
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just
life
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has
way
sudThe modern
Welcoming UNICEF Trick or
denly became apparent to millions
of people who are still deeply rest- Treaters on Halloween Is more
ed in the past. In their haste to than a humanitarian gesture; it is
cross over a gap of centuries, they a sound inv:....tment in the future of
often break off from ancient tradi- the world.
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LOW BLOOD SUGAR FROM MISSED MEALS
She was a lovely blonde with day are eaten; these are usually
big, trusting brown eyes and smaller meals than the thrumlong golden curls. She sat on my day customary In this country.
knee and believed 'my word The number matters less than
I told her. She was two years does the regularity.
The body requires a regular
old, and inclined to be a bit
supply of food in order to mainchubby.
Later, when she was in high tain the supply of nutrients availschool, she was still blonde and able to the tisues at an adequate
lovely, but she wasn't chubby level. This is true especially of
any more. She was, if anything, the blood sugar (sugar in the
a bit inclined to be thin. I asked blood) which is the immediate
her one day what she had for source of energy. When the interval between the evening meal
breakfast that morning.
*I didn't have any breakfast and the first meal the next day
Is as long as 18 hours, as happens
this morning." she said.
*What did you have yesterday when breakfast is omitted, the
blood sugar may fall lower than
morning?"
"I didhl have any breakfast," It should.
she answered in a small voice.
Mild lased& Shock
"When did you last have breakblood sugar creates LateLow
fast?"
inefficiency, drowsiness,
"I can't remember," she whis- morning and proneness to accifainting
reproachful
a
me
pered, giving
dent through ineffective coordiglance from those lovely brown nation. This is a mild form
eyes.
of the insulin shock which hap"All right," I said in desper- perir to diabetics when they get
ation, "skip breakfast!"
too much insulin or exercise,
"That's what I do," she said, and too little food. It was what
giggle
a
with
away
skipped
and
happened to one of my nem
before I could question her fur- tartes who responded to my busther about her dreadful sating ier signal by Jumping front her
habits.
desk and starting to enter my
A Bad Habit
office. On the threshold, she
Girls, much more than boys, collapsed, in s faint. The had
tend to go without breakfast, taken a ballet lesson the wed
though boys — are sometimes before after her supper, gotten
guilty, too. nipping breakfast up late and skipped breakfast,
Is an easy habit to slip into, and and had come to work with,
It is not a good one — for that literally, hungry blood.
A good breakfast should inmatter, for any member of the
clude fruit, eggs or bacon or
family.
The number of meals a day both, enriched bread or rolls,
varies with custom and circum- milk, butter and jam or jelly,
stance. In some countries to- and a beverage. And time
day, five, six or seven meals a enough to eat without gobbling!

Pumpkins And Rice
Star During October
October is the month of rice
and pumpkins — Harvest Festival time for the rice-growers,
Halloween pumpkin time for the
youngsters, and pumpkin pie
time for the grown-ups.
There are hundreds of recipes
using rice — and not quite so
many with pumpkins as an ingredient. But some of the pumpkin-eaters would sacrifice all
the rice dishes for one good
pumpkin pie, and here is one
made even more delicious with
a topping of pecans.
Praline Pumpkin Pie
2 eggs
1 can (1 pound) Pumpkin
% cup firmly packed light
brown sugar
% teaspoon salt
144 teaspoons pumpkin pie spice
1 tall can evaporated milk
(1-2/3 cups)
0-inch unbaked pastry shell
2 tablespoons butter
% cup firmly packed light
brown sugar
1/3 cup chopped pecans
In a medium-sized mixing
bowl beat eggs slightly. Stir in
pumpkin, % cup brown sugar,
salt, spice and evaporated milk,
blending well. Pour into pastry
shell. Bake in preheated hot
oven (425 degrees) for 15 minutes; reduce temperature to
moderate (350 degrees) and continue baking 45 minutes longer,
or until done when tested. Cool
on rack. Shortly before serving
time, melt the butter in a small
saucepan. Remove from heat;
stir in % cup brown sugar and
pecans. Sprinkle evenly over
pie. Phase pie wider broiler heat
until topping is bubbly, about
1 minute, watching carefully so
mixture does not burn. Serve
warm. Makes I to 8 servings.

Take a Chocolate Break
How often have you become childhood the warm glow a cup of
bated with the daily dullness of it steaming hot chocolate imparts.
all? even the mid-morning or You can re-create the feeling with
mid-afternoon break in the day's a plus—whip it to a froth as the
routine has become hum-drum--- French do, and for further forti, ISLI*Seittb,°!% g bisguk crick• er, re toast.
ent"
some Iortarali
To cater to the inner man or
You can give yourself a real
break—with chocolate, America's woman with slightly more solid
favorite Savor, in any of its myriad nosuridhonnt. there Ilte brownies,
delectable guises, easily and quick- chocolate cookies, and chocolate
ly. For example, if it's a drink you confections numbering literally in
crave, start with a cup of hot, or the hundreds. But for • very speglass of chilled, cocoa Sweeten cial chocolate break, treat yourself
to taste, add a dash of cinnamon, to a thin slice of lightly buttered
or stir well With • cinnamon stick, bread (rye, ,white, or whole
sad you'll have a drink to delight wheat), spread with a generous
the palate When wintry blasts dollop of chocolate syrup. It will
blow, you'll remember from your truly set you up for the day.

WAYNE'S
GULF
FREE
Fill Up
If you would like to play the
clock game come

Don't you enjoy starting new in
the fall? The sing in the air and
the new fall (millions make autumn an exhilarating season, a
time for beginnings, the start of
something new.
When you choose your new fall
hairstyle to go with the new fall
look, decide on one that is easy to
do This doesn't mean your new
hairdo has to be so simple that it's
a "little nothing" coif.
You can have the newest fashion look in hairstyles, no matter
how intricate or complicated, and
set it faster, easier and neater
yourself with the new hair setting
gel, Dippity-do. It eliminates the
old-fashioned drippy lotions which
made hair setting a time-consuming chore.

Service station in

REPRINTS
of any photos

SOUTH FULTON, TOWN.

"by Aiello"

Wayne's Call
if the alarm goes off while
your car Is being filled
YOU WIN THE PILL UP
the clocks will be set on each
pump. In order to win your
pump clock must alarm at
the time your car is being
filled. Each clock will alarm
3 times a day. Max. of 25 ga
a time.

appearing in this issiei are
available at the NEWS oflice. You may order by phone
(472-1480) or come to at Commercial Avenue,

Fulton.

$ • 10 glossy print

Ray's
SANDWICH

SHOP
Smolt Fulton

Custom Barbequing
at all times
BIG HAMBURGERS tweed
THICK SHAK IIS coffee, tool
FISH SANDWICHES

Thurs - The 4 Speeds
Sat -The X's

MRS. BILL G. PEAK

KFWC District
Meeting Friday
At Murray
CRISP RICE CUPS ses4ned with sharp cheese and topped
with a sparkle of curr nt jelly and horseradish are served
•etable sauce.
in a platter creamy

The 52nd Annual Meeting of
the Kentucky Federation of Woman's Clubs of First District
will be held Friday at the Murray Woman's clubhouse with the
Murray Woman's Club as host.
Mrs. Bill G. Peak, district goy-

ernor, will preside.
Registration will begin at 930
a.m. and the session will start
at 10:30 a.m.
Mrs. W. Ed Hamilton, state
president, will be guest speaker.
Special recognition will be given
to all club presidents attending.
Articles entered in the arts
and crafts contest will be displayed in the exhibit room. A
noon luncheon will be served at
the clubhouse.
In the afternoon a brief business session will be held to
elect a governor and junior rep
resentative.
District officers who will attend the meeting are Mrs. Peak
of Mayfield, Mrs. Thomas Poore
of Benton, Mrs. I. A. Gilson of
Eddyville, Mrs. David Carter,
Mrs. Lee Dyer and Mrs. W. C.
Moore of Paducah, Mn. Harold
Clark of Wingo and Mrs. John
Nanney of Murray.

Depression Top Cause
WASHINGTON — Depressi011,
the second leading form of mental illness, is blamed for most
of the 25,000 -suicides in the
United States each year.

Why
Look
To Distant Cities
To Shop?

The Meet - The Best - - •
and the Newest Selections

CRUNCHY TOASTED PECANS. In butter and brown sugar
top this festive Praline Pumpkin Pie — a dessert fit for any
special autumn meal.

from around the world, extraordinary accessories for the home.
antiques for the collector or frills fur m' lady. .. we have them
all at the
PARK TIERRACR GIFT and ANTIGUN SHOP

Save traveling expense, spend less time away front hems and encup pineapple preserves
cup miniature marshmalley greater savings from one source. Do cense by, dine by candlelows
light In our restaurant and see the beautiful array of exciting
ispa, sliced
iSpa:an
as
1 ael'
things we have to offer.
lemon juice
whipped
1 cup horny cream,
Prepare rice according to
package directions. Combine
c
dessert
A cool, light-as-a-cloud
2% cup sifted all-purpose flour
rice, preserves, a n d
Is the following sophisticated
2 tampons bakbg soda
rice marshmallows, and mix well.
version
of
familiar
the
mi tamps.salt
Sprinkle banana slices with
pudding.
Ilk teaspoon chess
lemon and add to rice mixture;
Reavesly Rice
cool. Fold in whipped cream
teaspoon cinnammit
and chill. Makes six servings.
2 cups cooked rice
3 -teaspoons ginger
cup butter or margarine
)4W1Oteuelleoolme4mmenewnilleoelmK)4IND-o-rmwiemmeciemenemeoesse4emmetesmes-4)oemo4Inimeentloo.nomonetwoemetiomerosunwoneme
1 cup brown sugar, pecked
1 egg
1 cup canned pumpkin
1% cups whole bran cereal
% cup seedless raisins or
chopped nuts
% cup molasses
TODAY...TOMORROW...TERRIFIC
Combine flour, soda, salt and
spices in sifter; sift. Cream butter or margarine and sugar Until fluffy. Stir in egg, pumpkin,
whole bran cereal, and raisins
or nuts. Add dry Ingredients
• and molasses; mix thoroughly.
Drop rounded tablespoons of
mixture onto slightly greased
baking sheet. Bake in moderate
oven (375 degrees) until done,
12 to 15 minutes. Remove from
baking pan and cool on wire
rack. Yield: about 4 dozen 234inch cookies:

New Fall Coif

Is

Of interest to Homemaker,
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Rice Cups With
Vegetable Sauce
RICE CUPS:
3 cups cooked rice
1 cup grated sharp cheese
1 beaten egg
1 teaspoon salt
Dry bread crumbs
1 slightly beaten egg mixed
with 2 tablespoons water
Fat for frying
Currant jelly
Horseradish
Combine first four ingredient;
and chill. Shape Into 8 balls
Roll in crumbs, then egg ant
water mixture, then in crumb!
again. Make a depression it
each. Fry in deep fat at 375 de
grees for 20 minutes. Combin;
jelly and horseradish. Mix light
ly with fork. Spoon into rici
nests.
VEGETABLE SAUCE:
4 pound fresh or 2 ounces o
1
/
canned mushrooms
2 tablespoons butter or mar
garine
I can (8 ounces) mixed vege
tables
1,3 cups grated cheddar cheesi
% cup cream
4 hard-cooked eggs, quarterei
% teaspoon Worcestershire
sauce
4 teaspoon salt
1
/
% teaspoon pepper
Cook mushrooms in butter

Wine-Inspired?
BAGHDAD—The ancient A'
eyrlans thought sesame - see
wine Inspired the gods to cri
ate the earth.

to 8 minutes. Add remaining ingredients. Simmer for 10 minutes. To serve, poor in a rimmed platter and place the decorative rice cups on togili the
vegetable sauce.

1
1

GREEN

You just can't lose with our soft lithe moc In five wild shades! No bluffing
here...genuine hand-laced vamps in soft smooth glove leather uppers. With
flexible soles and foarn-cushioned linings, you know Its a good dealt

7

$

BAY'S FAMILY SHOE STORE
220 LAKE

FULTON. ICY.

Fulton, Ky.
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6 Big Day!
To Do Your
Shopping.

HARVEST TIMEa i4 SAVINGS TIME — at E. W. JAMES
a bumper crop of BARGAINS — fresh from the
We
farms...the orchards...the canneries. Each department
is filled to over-flowing with SPECIAL FEATURES in fine
foods to give you the TOPS in good eating at a really
LOW COST. OUAUTY VALUES are BOUNTIFUL — come
pack your pantry, fill your freezer and pick your fill of
the sweetest savings that ever fattened a piggy bank.

$350.00 CASH

WINTER GARDEN FROZEN

JACK POT THIS WEEK
-

U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

VEGETABLES

HAVE YOU CHECKED
YOUR SHELF PRICES LATELY
... IF NOT. YOU SHOULD. WE HAVE
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES.

GRADE A

floT"ThimilEs ay.& ssi

NO SECONDS
MIXED IN

WINTER GARDEN

PEAS...
BLACKEYE
CUT-UP
FRYERS SPECKLED BUTTER BEANS

whole

,

!N AE K
29( ?ARK RIBS
(FRESH HENS
79
49( SLICED BACON
55
59(
65c
45c
29

49

OLD
FASHION

PORK CUTLETS
iiiitEVIIK BUTT
SALT
Scuol,r SIDE
Patties
SLICED
SMOKE JOWL
BACON ENDS

I
•

HAVE EVERYDAY LOW PRICES.

1/2 GALLON

GOLDEN

STAB

LB BAG

Each

SAL

.4:- .1.--,
,
)
..&...9--.6--4--0---HAVE YOU CHECKED YOUR SHELF PRICES
LATELY... IF NOT, YOU SHOULD, WE

STAN!

PLUS QUAL

GZ

CAN

BLUE PL4

(

ICED

BAGS

111 a
LBS.$

5(CAN

59(

R
T
R
FRESH MEATY

Y

BY ThE PIECE

ing-plant
AdMtnistt
ucetion B
Other

PURE MILK

FRESH

lsiviiTEMIUM FRANKS

's-

PARKAY

BISCUITS OLEO
4

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

6t.

Each Time You Visit Our Store You Will Receive
(Without Obligations) A FREE TICKET ... Drop
It In The Box ... Drawing Will Be Held Each
it/inning Number Will Be
Saturday At 6 P.M.
Posted In The Store (Must Be Claimed By Tues.

16 °Z.

16

With An Additional 55.00 Purchase,
Excluding Tobacco & Milk Products.

°Z.

Any Adult May Come By For FREE Tickets.

APPLES

EXTRA
FANCY

JONATHAN
U. S. FANCY

4LB.

GOLDEN
RIPE

16 OZ.

BAG

CELLO
BAG

SAVE
QUALITY
STAMPS
NEW CROP FLORIDA

HALLOWEEN

CALIFORNIA

EXTRA LARGE SIZE

19(
4 49( MigGRANTES
55c GRAPEFRUIT
39
3v2Ganons$1 MARSHMALLOWS 16es. 23(
w s
89c II§Itig COFFEE $1.29$1.29 Isg
PEANUT BUTTER
59( CANDY BARS 10 39(
39( Freestone Peaclies 4 $1 Kik CREAM
SWEET PICKLES
1 29(
59( Priority PACIFIC GOLD 5 $1 cigoKINQUigkikEB0B!T°
2 TZLE 39c JUNE PEAS
tlytogsKNAISfoz
28( SNACK SPREAD
BEANS 3 $1 BAFTLfTTCAN PEARS 2:9/2 zE 39( yloing Powder
49(
36( Air Freshner
ci tisILI with BEANS 4 $1 Gqiced Oineapple 4 $1 SPRAY STARCH
39(
CARMELS
39c SAVER KRAUT
POTTED NEAT11 $1
25(
MPERimrIsTle Maize
49(
pEff STEW.
1.49
UCIILL
FREEZE"NNF
AND
H
T
G
N
E
R
T
S
$
"
A
LUNCHEON MEAT 49STOKEL(
JUICE 3
EACH

1/2 GALLON

APPLE
FL
FE

F°11

CIDER
(

SWIFTS OR TURNER'S

EACH & UP

.§
31
1
UMPic.1
PAL

,
111c
s
,
t
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CUR= MILKAWAY

1/2 Gallon

QUART

FOR

FM

303 SIZE

QUART

MB

17 °Z. CAN

CANS

BLUE PLATE

QUART

49(

sjjh
ktIRLI 30yi
As
c

CANS

BREATH OF SPRING

CANS

PILGRIM FARM

KRAFT

CANS

70Z. CAN

16 OZ. CAN

CANS

QtART JAR

FOR CANDY APPLES
"Qz. Bag "TICKS FREE
WHY PAY MORE WHEN YOU CAN BUY FOR LESS.

CORNBREAD MIX

20

°Z. B°X

f
I

CAN

STRONG

CANS $1

XTIT

Murray
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to be all
-Wise in I
been set
teemed
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OW from
Vide Mur
to carry c
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Th• Prl
dormitory

BAGS $1.00

1 89(
CHEESE 2LB 9=49(:010ETEcill,EESE
19( ORANGE JUICE
49( DINNER ROLLS
d
25 $1.69 pliatKITCHia
29( FLOUR
t
cy
6 BIG DAYS TO DO
69(
YOUR SHOPPING
BANANA PUDDING 1607- 49(
i're Giving
49c
DUMPUNOS.
Money Away
leoz- 49(
APPLE SALAD
49(
APPLE SALAD
49;
CHILI
You May Win
This Week's $35000
Bologna Salad 16 39(
Bonus Of
POTATO SALAD leoz- 29(
33( LB.

LB.
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QUICK & EASY
CAN

FROZEN BAG

24 OZ, BAG

BOLOGNA
TENDER
L
F

24 Os.Pkg.
II Ok. Pkg.
GREEN PEAS
ONION RINGS
20O
20 Or..
WHOLE OM
CUT OKRA
$0
200w..
CUT GREEN BEANS— BABY LIMA
24 es;4111.
16 Ow.. Bag
I HUSH PUPPIES—MIXED VEGETABLE/
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Cast Your Vote for
Kentucky's Progress
Days
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GOOD
DAYS
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240*. Pkg.
GREEN PEAS
2001.
LE OKRA
20 Oa.
LIMA MANS
24 Os. Bag
GETABUS

00

43(

LON

59(

16 °Z. 49(

M*4P49C

1Centudcy's economic future depends upon the passage of the $176
rnillion bond issue on Nov. 2. If
these was ever a time for all good
Kentuckians tO cane to the aid of
their state, it's now. A "yes" vote
on this proposal seems the only
logical anew. To those who are
considering a negative vote or do
not know thai facts aniline considering remaining neutral, this editorial
Is directed.
Murray State students have good
mesons for seeing ihat the bond issue is passed. Of the SW.1. million
to be allotted colleges and univer• skim in Kentucky, $1,476,000 has
been set aside for Murray. This,
teemed with federal funds in the
amount of $275,000 and $4,804,000 from other sources, would provide Murray a total of $6,555,000
to carry out its prolected construction program.
The program includes a .11111nell
dormitory, a women's donititery,
leboretontechool renovation, heating-plant addition, Library addition,
AcfMtnistration Building, and an Eduoaticin Building addition. •
Other schools would also receive
money to generate approximately
$85 million for construction at state
colleges and the two universities.
This passage will also aid vocational ,
*Pools, schools for the blind and
deaf, schools of mental twill*, and
libraries.
Of the $176 million,$13,ittillion
of the. bond issue -would go Valle
the .completion of'kentucky's highway program,including thefarm-tomerket roods. The General Oblige;
lion Bond issue, which the legisle.10re has proposed for the building
of highways, would buy $736 million worth of new and improved
roads.for Kentucky.
This bargain was made available
result of the federal govern*
s program designed toeiselp
stake that are willing' and capable
of expanding their highway pro-

3

Fulton, Ky.

IIOND ISM* NOV. 2:

grams. if the bond issue is not
passed, the money would be committed elsewhere, perhaps to a
state who wanted to expand.
The funds from the bond issue
would amount to $4.6 million for
parks. Combining this with federal
funds and other financing would
make It possible to launch a new
construction program of more than
$9 million. One of the main protects
Involved here would be Barkley
Lake.
With the road-development and
the perk-development programs
combined, the passage of the bond
WUe would guarantee progress in
developing the tourist industry,
which is a malor factor in the economic future of the state.'
Now all of this sounds impressive, but the question of extra taxes
comes to mind. There will be no
added or extra taxes. The principal
and interest would be paid Over a
period of 30 years, partially by state
road funds which is supported mainly by gasoline tax, by the road
und, and the remainder from the
general fund.

PaducahanTo Head
Democrat Women

If we do not match the federal
allocation for roads, we still have
to pay federal gasoline taxes, and
the money will go to other states.
_ Also, if matching funds are not
raised by bonds, the legislature will
probably seek ways of getting the
money and the only other alternatives would be a rise in taxes or a
slashino of other program funds.

By BILL POWELL
3s.-Democrat News Editor
Mrs. Helen Garrett, wife of
State Sen. Tom Garrett of Paducah, is expected to be named
the next president of the Kentucky Democratic Women's
Club.
The present president, Mrs.
Wilson W. Wyatt of Louisville,
reportedly Is retiring from the
position and Mrs. Garrett is not
likely to be opposed us a candidate for the key post of the state
Democratic organization.
Mrs. Garrett, the former Mist
Helen Rickman, a native of Pa
ducah, has been active in the
party activities on loca 1, re
gional and state levels for about
15 years.
She was McCracken Count3
chairwoman for A. B. (Happy
Chandler In his victorious bi,
for governor against Bert T
Combs in 1955.
But in 1963 Mrs. Garrett MRS

Passage of this issue would permit the state to enjoy programs that
would take years and years 30 finance undllir the present tax structure.
More than 400 state organizations
have endorsed the program; several
colleges and the University of Kentucky have given an "aye"; the
House of Representatives and the
Senate have'approved it; Senator
John Cooper has recommended it;
end last week Dr. Ralph H. Woods
told of the benefits MSC would receive.
Boiled down, the bond issue constitutes a bargain for the cktizens of
the Commonwealth of Kentucky. It
paves the way for meeting competition of other states in the field of
education and construction.
The College News is acting as a
sounding-board to acquaint MSC
voters with the facts concerned in
the bond issue and is urging everyone to cast a vote for Kentucky's
progress.

Examples are the Kentucky Turnpike which is ri
sigropitlik
which are increasing returns every
year.

Page 3

Alliance Program
Triple School bench
IVASKINGTON—Mere Ilmia 12
pert
is Latteemselese ecbeeidema
Plivientais started tmd
s Mena 53r Progress, or elm dome
the 111e1 number.

=Elia asktsiddise Sim

MRS. GARRETT

The case of the fractured farm

county chairman for Edward T.
Breathitt who defeated Chandler
in the primary and Louie B.
Nunn of Glasgow in November.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Garrett
were active in the Young Democrats Club of Kentucky. He
served as president of the organization.
Mn. Garrett formerly was
president of the Junior Woman's
Club of Paducah, and has been
active in the Toastmistress
Parent - Teachers Association,
Mental Health Association, Muscular Dystrophy Association and
Civic Beautification Board.
She also has worked for the
Democrats in most of the cam'tips in the last decade.

Kentucky has shown continued
economic growth without any increase in taxes and this assures sufficient revenue to redeem the proposed bonds.
Proof that trantucicv can repay
this needed money has been shown
In the past nine:years. Taxpayers of
the Commonwealth have three
times approved bonds similar to the
proposed. These bonds, totaling
$340,000,000 are presently being
retired on schedule without impairment of our credit standing.
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Fresh Caught,Pish
Hash Puparies,"Siew,
Tarter Sao&

French Mg;

5 to 12 p. m.
All you can eat $1.00
Children 75t
114..
X

DE

*In the Fulton and surrounding arse, Kist's

REST

Fulton.

•

JANES T. (Pee Wee) UNMET

•

P.O. Box 201. Fulton. Ky.
Telephone 472-1956

6 OZ.
49(

411111X1111111.11.40.11111

6 OZ.
49(

GIANT all steel

16 OZ. 494
16 OZ.

16 Oz.

CABINIE

39(
29(

• 30" x 15 1-2" x 88"
••-""1..* Glass Doors
• Work Shelf
• Utility Draws:
• Electric Outliot
• Arctic White
Finish

E A CH

•

OZ•

FOR

FOR

UART

19(
23(
39(
29(
49(

Choice

95
$2

42" WARDR
Fachs large 42" combination wardrobe
Two separate clothes sections!! Separate 5-sheN section. All the room you'll
need to: winter or summit storage.
American walnut finish. Heavy steel
construction. Magnetised door catches for effortless closing.

36" WARDR

• 313" x 21" x 68"
• Full View Mirror
•Tie Bar
• Yale Lock & Key
• Full Width Hat Shelf
• Contemporary

CAN
49(

39(
25(
11.49
3
RTJAk
• BOX

F°R 25(

42" ENSEMBLE
Sliding Glass Doors! Four cupboards!
Full width open work area. with *kw& outlet. Two utility drawers. New
modern hardware. Finished in oven.
baked white enamel. Magnetised door
catches All the space you need.

MAIL COUPON TODAY or PHONE
WA
RHITURE a' a
•
y.

Trade With Wade And Save!
S11.111.1111111111.1massimpiew

iludouuth VA dews parreat. Nose used ate the sobaist bedleated.
wi telo care of Kis acesoot so year moral WI Novae. Add
3% Wu eta
0 42" Wardrobe
. $31.43 0
114mdrellme
• $2911
o er Mee Irreeroble $311.25 0 geolNy
11111" Obi Cobbs. .
Nene
Address
City
Stift
Ibimploped
C.O.D.
0 Chow • 0 Mew Aseaterat

Fulton, Ky.

Branch campus Bringing State Universities Closer to Students
•1i
Many students who may encounter a rabbet in going far
away trout b0Mie to college
are Muffing their state ttniverMist MOAN nearer to them.
WON 411 these institutions
noW Iseve urban centered
branches furnishing tull four
year undergraduate programs
as well as spomste work and
protmegonal011011011, as in such
states as Oallfornia, Illinois
and New York, and others.
In addition,and more widely
spread, state universities are
Providing system" of fully

nty

Pt

Membership
Drive Continues
The Weakley County Mutua.
Concert Association announces
that its annual mnn')erahip
drive is in progress untilOcteber 22. Membership in the association includes not only to the
three concerts booked for Martin but, through a co-operative
arrangement with other concert
associations in the area, a total
01 18 concerts may be attended
in Martin, Paris, McKenzie,
Dyersburg, Murray, and Paducah. Two types of membersh10 are available: Single
Membership or Faintly Mem• herd*. The Single Member.
ship, which costs $7.50, give:
the member, in addition to hit
own membership card, twofret
Student Membership
cards
each of which will admit &child
or young person of pre-college
age to any of the concerts. The
Family Membership, which
toots $12.00 admits the husband, wife, and their children,
regardless of number.
The earliest attractions lists'
for the 1965-66 season include
the Karlsrud Men of Song in
,Martin on November 1, and
I Mantovani and his 45 piece orchestra in Paducah on November I. The reinaider of the
Piducah series includes Lucille Keller
soprano
on
December 2
,
and the Jose Me-

accredited two-year branch
campuses designed to make
their total resources and experience available to students
close to their own homes in a
unique partnership with local
communities.
Of added interest at this
point .is the fact that these

branches combine highest collegiate standards with sensitivity to local needs.
And of equal significance,
this expansion of educational
facilities means savings for
students
Fifty nine state and land
grant institutions in 40 states
and Puerto Rico are currently
operating more than 260 deErse-offering branches accordlug to the Office of Institutional Research of the National
Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges.
In some states the two-year
branches are celled "commuflaky colleges";

Pennsylva-

nia,"commonwealth colleges,"
In Wisconsin,"off campus centers," and in Indiana,"regional campuses."

"re

students, the tact that

completing the first two years
of college, can mean a saving
as much as $1.000•Par,as in
Wisconsin, for example.
In addition to the tour year
branches, there are three
other types:• 127 two year composes
offering the Ent yow er two
of regular fear year bachelor
programs.
a 37 technical iostitotes
tering terminal two year pro-

*SOD in lee pounds or ow
ton worth $1,000?
Obion's Benny McGuire hat.
the answer thibuoday vase be
picked that much cotton in two
hours to win the 28th anneal
National Cotton Picking contest is Blytheville, Ark.
Bow, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Larry in. McGuire atOblan,who
Is only 17, was the yougthist of
20 coseselante from a &motets area entered in the tamed

.emn.

Is A
difference!
Why not enjoy the very
best in professional drycleaning service?

Miracle Finish
is the finest professional drycleaning service
that assures you of having a wardrobe that
will always "look like sew"!
It's EXCLUSIVE at...

OR-Pepteada
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS. INC.
218 E.State Line
Pho.412-1700

SOME NOTION OF THE MASSIVE GROWTH is entollmests at
state oniversitks and lewd grant colleges, allay be had from this
photo of Arizona State University students assembled in the Freak
1-1•74 Wright Grady Gramma/0 Auditorium at eampue, which

A/W 401111Mo
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Garment BAG

J•ety

Nag Yarn

99c
Jumbo size in ernbossed vinyl.

•

27c

Reg. 35

Save On Cookware IN

where
Stale
the *.
contest
chsto•sr

You Won!' tire of these designs. Patten(' with solid accent pieces in brown, mint
or blue. 34 pieces.

Sao

t"::1 * $10.88

S

TEFLON SALE!
3 PC. GRIDDLE SET
10 in. square griddle; 2 cup mixer:
111
/
2 in. nylon turner.
Rog. 4.011

3.57

NC YARN
PECK

TEFLON CASSEROLE
Round 11
/
2 qt crystal clear knob cover.
brown bowl
Reg. 2.21,

c7
•

TEFLON UTENSILS
All nylon turners,
spoons, cutters in
white; sandalwood.

WOMEN'S BRIEFS

0/97c

Acetate Tricot.
Elastic waist- el
band. White,
colors. 5-10.

tired
S
and
ere
Harlan
coach

Ruth Barre

Ill
at *.

NYLONS

cal of

neg. She
alee-Rwi

tanner

33*

15 Denier sheer
seamless. Runguard heel; toe.
Sizes 8/
1
2-11.

64c
lound
for

4
4
Iii/AA
j

KNITTING WORSTED
Prints n' plains with
hand-rolled hems! Have
one to go with every outfit! 32 a 32 inches.

•44m PuN Shelas if 4Ply

88c

Knitfor yourseif and for glib with
beautiful 100% virgin wool yarn.
Wide choice of colors.

Kitchen TOOLS

2/55c

nt 1.37.o
Choice of 9 in. loaf pan or pie
plate; 8 in. sq. cake pan. Nonstick .. wash without scouring.

seer'
with
lucky
or pia
field,

15,
Vo

2
/100

Chrome plated; blk.,
plastic handles in
sculptured design.

eoada

all
vas

PLASTIC
DRAPES

TEFLON IIAKEWARE

en.

behalf

f

CM
90OS

Lacy or floral went.
Wipe clean with a
damp cloth! Lined.
72x87-in. pr. size.

MOO

Sanforized* cotton
flannel. Boys' 6-16

hot

below
mast
Cotton flannel, boxer
tops. Girls' 8-14.

Plastic

PLANTERS

233

Thermal cotton knit.
Maize; aqua. 1 to 8.

21 inch high; white or
black; gold handles.
/111

Nee-Skid

Rath Savvy

FACIAL TISSUES
2/38C
Decorative box with soft, white, extra
absorbent tissues. Our own top quality
brand, with 400 sheets, 200 pulls!

Warmth witheet weight!

AREA RUGS

Thermal BLANKETS

27x48 in. solids
rayon, cotton cut
pile, non.skid back 227

Cotton weaves; 444
machine washable.
72x90 in. size.

•4111.110IIMMI1111tall•

MICIANGE
CO.

Cu
Wi
Cuba :

seats tkausanda.

irrent.
The way it noires out, that

148 pounds at cotton he strained
to pick during the haslimit was
worth isset under re pound,and
that's pretty valuable cotton in
anybody's book.
Young McGuire is a 1965
graduate of Mon County Central Ifigh school and Is now enrolled at NeWbere's area eonstional-tediateal school. Be
plans to enter the electronics
field and indicated that most of
his oocottes money' will be
need to buy electronic equip-

.nme.

There

and a third concert to be anflounced later. Dyersburg en-

Obion Youth
Wins $1,000

Page 4

DON'T FOOL YOURSELF...

lbas Sped* Whit on March
29. The lffitiflamtrise will include RicherdliPreeese, pianist, on February 10, and the
Nadeau Quarter (two violins,
cello, and harp) on April 2.
the McKenzie series includes
the Gregg Smith Singers on
March 3, Die Kemmermusiker
In February, and the Kastmen
Brom Qidatet in May.
fl
Marro series features
donut Ballet of Waildnglea,
D.C. on March 18, the Beaus
Arts Trio (strings) on Apr1111,
notuAns the Lee Evans Jess
Triribr January it=
ea Curtain Quartet
Sao OW* lielfiene AMES=;
winners in a progralt
cal comedy and light ess)os
February 15, and the Tams
Arteries Boys Chores an February 28. Paris has not announced its series yet, but will
do so in the very near future.
Those interested to obtaining
membership for the series
should contact the U.TJ1.13.
Music Department (587-3121).

.non.

they can Ur* at home while

grease that uses* give soJunta an amoriese degree.
• 113 extension comers givleg degeeee avails, mostly for
port time maims and many
who ars older thaw tonal college stotleots.
The technical institutes are
currently reported to be more
able to absorb more students
than the liberal arts colleges,
which seems to be all to the
good for the time being since
the demand for those technically trained continues to
exceed the supply.
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Assorted Blouses, Shirts, 32-38
Women's Stretch Capris, 8-18
20 x 24-in. Framed Pictures
Women's Sneakers, 5-9
45 RPM Records, 50 Titles
Men's Lined Work Gloves

••••••/•

1.37
3.77
1.97
1.77
9c
28c

ti
4,114,13
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:filt0100
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IRONING COVERS

67
Silicone or Teflon
coated or cotton drill.

r-Ben Franklin: Far",MELPT
KENTOUT)

3 di

n 30
--

2

KNIT SHIRTS

78c
• Stays Lashing Neat

Warm and comfortable cotton. Sites 2-3 with button
shoulder; 4 6X, closed.
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Cuba High'sFFA
Wins National
Award
Cuba High School Fubre k drat America chapter was
of four Kentucky PTA chip
ters to win a reeked award
during the PTA National Cosvoodoo in Kamm City.
A national PTA silver emblem
award Imo pedeoted to die
Cuba and Lincoln counties PTA
chapter, while gold emblem awsods were won by Mutes and
Metcalfe counties.
The national awards which
were
presided %dorm*
were given for outstanding activities and accomplitiments in
PTA WIxii during the pest year.
,Representing Cuba PTA during the Kansas City Convention
this week are Jim Pone, Gene
Rodgers, Junior Cates, Wanddl
French and Tim Starks. Floyd
Siettvet has been PTA advisor
at Cuba for eight years.
filettvet said national judging
for PTA silver emblem awards
is based on a balanced program
of speaccknately
activities
la which the Cuba diapter has
participated.
Highlights of the Cuba PTA
epigram the pat year ane the
success Cuba had in supervised
farming, taimoco and bogs
shows sad sales at the Pewabase District Fair; a good reptesentation at the State Fa
"Mere =distant* placed high in
State ratings; participation in
the aurier-Joernal State PTA
cutest width was woo by Cube
chapter member Paul Bruce.
Roos was sumo la jelglog for
Meril

ce
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/
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South
Beats t Buckpasser Winner
Sharon By 25-14
Of Champagne Stakes

Murray State Suffers
17-7 Loss To Martin
MURRAY, Ky., Oct. 16—Murray Stets College, failing time
after time to complete scoring
drives, suffered its third defeat
tonight as University of Tennessee Martin Branch scored a 17-7
victory.
Murray's lone score of the
gams MOM with 13:40 left in
the game when John Watson
recovered a Martin fumble on
the two-yard line and plowed
over. Charlie Forrest kicked the
mare point.
The Murray touchdown put the
Racers within striking distance
at 10-7. But Martin sent Howard
Finley over Imo the one-yard
line with just 13 seconds left in
the game to ice the victory.
Jimmy Janes kicked the extra
point, his second of the game.
Jones also kicked a field goal
In the third period. His kick
came with 1:45 left and was

good for
yams.
Martin drew first blood with
12:41 left in the first half. Sandy
Smith went the final yard for
the touchdown and Jones put
Martin in front 7-0 vrith the
extra point kick.
Murray made several scoring
threats but each time lost thr
ball on downs.
The Racers got to Martin's
nine-yard line early in the second period and later in the
stanza was to the 18 Were relinquishing the ball.
The Racers got all the way to
the four-yard stripe in the third,
5ut against lost possession. And
the Racers were on Marlin's 22Statistics
17
244
25
7
76
0
1
44
302

First Downs
Yards noshing
passes Attempts/
Plisses Compishill
Yards Passing
Passes Interceseed trf
F umbel' Lost
Yards Penalize!
Total Yardege

FLOYD NIAMEY
Cubs ve-Ae Instructor

Mares
11
16/
15
2
11
1
1
56
203

yard line once in the fourth.
Murray led in first downs 1711, in yards rushing 244-182, in
yards passing 76-41 and total
yardage 302-203, but Martin led
in scoring.
Freshman Tommy Baker
turned in an outstanding punting game for Martin, averaging
44.9 yards per try in eight attempts.
John Bryant was Murray's
leading ground gainer with 196
yards ,in 27 carries.
Murray travels to Tennessee
Tech next Saturday with a 1-3-1
mark. The victory tonight wan
Martin's first after three defeats.
Nurrav State
Martin

-

.
WASHINGTON— Of the 480
aircraft the nation's scheduled
airlines have on order, 438 are
pure jet. From 1964 to the end
of 1967 the carriers expect to
increase scheduled seat-miles 42
per cent.

the State Star Fanner last year.
also.
In adon, the Cuba PTA
chapter hes was Jour Stale
Gokl Emblem ratings and have
been judged agieriar in National
ratings for four years.
Also, Slottvet said be feels
Cuba's chapter received much
recognition in national judging
for having is State Farmer
Award candidates over the past
five years, equal's' die best
single school record in Kentucky.
JOMM Ray Sullivan WAIS Cuba
?TA chapter president during
die pee contest year.

15,000 Who Lost
Voice Box Talk

•
Space Age

NEW YORK
—A woman
of
mature years being treated
CHICAGO
Aheet 44/10 Per` at a World's Fair first aid
etele a Year underge_____,krY2See"
." MOM for abrasions
toinY—gorlical glmiuvin of ua• a fall, was asked suffered in
her age by
voice bca. The 15,000 dm= Nurse
peggy Smith, who was
helped
opera.
by
patients
the
making out the accident report.
tion are "neck breathers,
" userrm
mat
Mg a hole left in the neck Fla.,
. the woo
T
;
siv
below die Adam's apple. all
down
there
no
do and say
'and
most can learn to r
ms
:
In
t.d rbinp differently. Let's just
tubiru to
keieer
I say that I'm 30 and holding."

Et-wizz,

NEW YORK
— BUM
passer got his measure or revenge Saturday as he came
from off the pace in the home
stretch and easily won die Nth
running of the 8223,875 Champagne Stakes for 2-year-olds at
Aqueduct. But he had to survive
a claim of foul before postkg
his ninth victory in 11 starts.
The strapping ann of Tom
Fool-1mnd' reached the end
of the Mlie four lengths in front
of Our Michael. Far beck in the
sixth place came Priceless
b;i lly
Gem
er who pad hog it
on
throb weeks ago

FREE /111INACE INSPECTION
BY TRAINED HEATING EXPERTS
FURNACE SERVICE. REPAIRS — GAS, OIL, COAL
Free estimate on coot of installing a new Lennox
Got
Furnace, Air Conditioner, All Electric Heat-Pump-Electric
Furnaces.
CALL COLLECT

SMALLMAN SHEET

METAL
PHONE 472-1112

FULTON,

.Cozy Warm Lining ... Skid-Resistant Soles

Jaunty Low Boots
Smart strap trim .
fluffy inside collar. t
Black, to 10... Y
cornpare at 2.99

LEEPERS

Story Is Honored
By Former Players
MAYFIELD, Ky., Oct. 13 — Some IN persons. Including
former players, attended "Jack Story Appreciation Night" at
Mayfield High School Thersday night. honoring Story who retired as heed baskietball coach this onainser.
Story ended hie cooching tenure ober
years. huinding
campaigns at Fairbanks. Cuba
and Mayfield. Principal speak- "Weelem Kentucky has been
ers on the program were good le me and I would like
Harlan Bedew a former area nothing better than to see this
coach for 41 years and VOW a lectern M first place in Kenteacher at Murray State CAI- twig basketball."
1151,2itan
e Zlicipa
rr
is Former players who wart
present included Fred Kriel and
of Sigrylilest seam the Rev. Cary Pocked. both
ilit COL
boa Story's first learn at FairHedges said that Mary is typi- banks; McPherson, Virgil
cal of tisdkated dodo who is- Yates. Raymond Walker. Jimmy
Einem Americas heys lie Mad Mass, Joe Warren, Clarke
wholesome lives mate Ids Pleyd, Raymond McClure, Ted
liradley, Bill Pollock and Howie
probabty any other pram
McPherson said "I Imo pro- Crittenden, all from past Cuba
Maths; Dan Sports, Rea leery,
found respect for coach May
for bis inupirOion to ballplay- Bobby Knight, Wan= Flier,
ers. his ability as a deems Ted Bak,Terry Dimfrig,Rudleacher, school administrator, dy Alwitioa, Dr. Dossild Weft,
Dr. Jerry Milk, Row limakt.
each ord friend."
sob Bennett, Ramde Mott.
Barkley Jana, principal at Keith EM, Bob Sparks and
Mayfield MO Schaal- Prodded Fields, all from poet Mayfield
over the program.
1114111111.
Menses= promoted Story Story look Cuba to the Kenwith a plague from West Ken- oily Rats Tsurammed to 1161
tucky hum Roger Maids, form- sad limbed as nmese‘ap. Be
or player oder Story at May canted dm Cabs back
td
field, prosoUlad him a gift am lades yet sad mall cif wtdi
behalf af Ilm Murray State Col- dos Ms this. Darks Ids tenure
lege babied team
K MOW her et bin teams
11107 aground Ids thanks to
toglool dampiorhips and
al who hoUteitort le the pro- oat aa is plop to the state
gram md
Isenummet.

II I 7— 7
3 7-17

SOUTH FULTO N, Ky.
Oct: LS—Once-beaten South Fulton, led by the fabulous running
of halfback Greg Hamilton,
rolled over Sharon 25-14 tor its
sixth victory tonight.
Hamilton scored three touchdowns an done extra point as
be kept the Red Devils eat of
reach of the visitors.
Hamilton's runs were of
X and 53 yards. Steve Green
got the other o na 57-yard run.
David Sins.; scored both of
Sharon's touchdowns an runs et
40 and 311 yards. He also added
both Petra mints on nos.

Styled with zest and good taste!
MEN'S 36-46 ... BOYS' 3-18

Rugged, masculine jackets for
young men of all ages... handsomely styled in the latest models. Outstanding selections, values .. money-saving LOW price!

PLUS values at regular $2
MEN'S S-M-L-XL
HUGE assortment includes
ivy and regular collars, hiboys, turtle-neck dickies,
others. Fashion-right fabrics, colors.

SHIRTS
Colorful plaids in$
sizes 6 thru 16...
savings-priced.

SWEAT SHIRTS

Choose pretty prints or
pastel solids in these
neatly-tailored long pajamas.Exceptional value
at this low price...

Can Campus Panty
AU Colors and Whits
Smooth-fitting, lightweight
and long wearing. Sizes

1.99 Values...Brocades and Satins

Women's House Slippers
Save one-half in this special pier- $
chase offering of better slimmest
Meer popular styles. colors • • •
sires 4 to 10;

Great for casual comfort...wide color choicel

Fleeced cotton with grew neck, raglan sleeves,
ribbed knit cuffs and waist. Real buysl

,HIRTS

8c
S Neat
imfortable cot3 with button
• -6X, closed.

Puckett Service Station
• BIGGEST VALUES • BEST SELECTIONS • EASY TERMS • GUARA
NTEED SATISFACTION...ALWAYS'
Sit

Try This Pineapple-Wine Sauce Addition
To Give Inexpensive Chicken A New Zip
Broilers-fryers continue as one at the planlow and
Ult.& during October - the price is
may serve
the supply heavy. This means you
the
this easy-on-the-budget meat and vary
easily
menu in many ways, since it is so
adaptable to other foods and the occasion
sandwiches,
baked,fried, broiled and sliced for
cubed for creamed dishes or your favorite chiffon cake
salads. Wain. cooler weather hot beverage will tap it
in the making. you may welPINEAPPLE
come the chance to move back
CHKXEN
STUFFED
the
on
again
Cook
and
Inside
diced
bacon.
slices
6
imadatheaccompanyrange to
celery
chopped
cup
stuffed
1/2
Pineapple
of
recipe
ing
oaks
minced
cup
1/4
chicken.
1 cup cooked rice
k's an ideal dish for a comcups drained Hawai1-1/2
atvery
so
and
pany dinner
pineapple (No. 2
crushed
tractive and appetizing. The ian
as. can)
4-1/2
lb..
tasty
1
or
unusually
an
sating is
salt
coMbination for crushed pimpepper
a**, rice, bacon. celery.
6-8 whole chicken breasts,
and seasonings. This
flavor produces a boned
1 egg. beaten
leedas mood and the crushed
- bread crumbs
pilmeggie keeps it moist and
*ins
delisemble.
Cook bacon until crisp. Add
Alter the boned chicken
and onion and saute
rolled,
celery
and
stuffed
are
breasts
Stir in rice and
soft.
egg
until
they are dipped in beams
Season to
pineapple.
crushed
much
Tits
crumbs.
breed
then
pepper.
and
salt
with
day
taste
the
can be ems early in
Flatten chicken breasts.
mad stored in the refrigeratabout
or. When reedy to start din- skin side down. Place
center al
ner, simply bake for one hour 1/3 cup stuffing in
Is a 3504egree oven. Serve each. Roll up and secure with
wooden picks. Dip in beaten
with creamy wine sauce.
and roll in bread crumbs.
of
egg
menu
suggested
The
Place
green beans, glazed sweet po- Sprinkle top withdayme.
Sokoto
baking
pan.
shallow
salad
.
in
vegetable
and
tatees
Makes we of other currently 'preheated 500 degree *venter
available products. Perhaps one hour.

1
Ms
under

NWEE
Park
besot

CON
Pr
a
ty, j

WALLACE 0. SHANKLE III

BAKED CHICKEN BREASTS filled with pleeepple-rice
stuffing ere en Wool cerapeay dinner Hoot takes en economy heal into the realm of getweet cooking.
WINE SAUCE
2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons flour
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 cup milk
1/2 cup grated Cheddar
cheese or 2thips. grated Parmesan cheese
1 tablespoon white wine.

sauterne or dry sherry
Melt butter is a saucepan.
Remove from beet and stir in
flour and salt. Gradually add
milk. stirring. Retire to heat
and bring to a boil, stirring.
Simmer two minuses. Stir in
cheese. Remove from heat and
add wine. Serve over chicken
breasts.

Wallace 0. Shankle ID is
the new Kentucky Utilities
Company farm service adviser in the Clinton district. He
Is a native of Fulton and son
of Mrs. Robert Holland, KU
home service demonstrator at
Clinton.
Shankle is a graduate of
Murray State College with a
BS degree in industrial arts.
He is a member of Epsilon Pi
Tau, honorary industrial arts
fraternity.
Shankle is married to the
former Cheryl Barkley of
Clinton. They have a daughter, Janet, 10 months.

SPIN1
edit
small

ND/ DRY CLEANING
likaallES I
WHICH WILL SAVE YOU TIME AND MONEY
ON CLEANING BLAIOCIML SPREADS,DRAPERIES. DONS 'WOK= AND CHILDREN
DRESS CLOTS:ES.
Drop Your Clothes Off
For Cleaning And Pick
Thema Up At Your Convenience

WOO

Mit W

PAM
Your 1
jots

*AU
comp
ate w
asp.
Phan
South
inky

AP)
have
dual
quirks

a 1
with I
COO

ake

79-22

Winged Horse Can Spur
Broad Range of Learning
•
L.

Who is Pegasus?"
To the average person, Pegasus is the name of a character in ancient mythology.
To a group of primary students in a Chicago parochial
school, however, Pegasus is a
cent idea in several lessons
saluting art,science, mytholos even basic notions of
ffse
ar
and geometry.
The school,Christ the King,
Is one of two plies eiementarv
seklools engaged in a curricubun project developed by the
Oyster for Liberal Studies in
ildsoation at Saint Xavier
Magee, Chicago.
Teachers risme such concePte as the "Pegasus" lessons
to show pupils the interrelation of knowledge. Saint Xavtors believe that this
ier
of knowledge helps
•
to we the reasons bo•
th* studies.
The lesson might begin with
a diecussion of the story about
the mairthical winged horse
named tepsus. From there
It's a natural step to the Pegssus meet, which has wings
that spread out as the rocket
approaches its target, to help
it to land.
Drawing Pegasus on the
chalkboard leads the way to a
dimMissiim of geometric shapes
and ofsuch scientific printpiss as how rockets travel

MATH AND MYTHOLOGY.
science and art are part of the
lesson, as a primary pupil draws
a rocket on the chalkboard. Curriculums project, developed at
Saint Xavier College, Chicago,
stresses the Interrelation of
areas of knowledge.
around the earth.
Concepts of arithmetic and
time are developed, as the primary pupils answer questions
that might range from "Clive
us the countdown for Pegasus'
blast-off" to "If our rocket
travels 500 miles in one minute, how far will it travel in
three minutes?"

October 21, 1965
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Clinton Hospital
Chief Resigns

FOR SALE by owner: 3 bedroom
.house, hard wood floors, gas heat
therinnosiat control, deep
full beta; 1-3 toBe from town
Martin highway. acres, of land
under bog fence. Possession at
eats. E. L House, Phone 479-1361.

Something N E W
is being added!

rIMIMAR.0.00

NEED GIFT IDEAS? Shop at the
Park Terrace Gift Shop for a
beautiful variety, sure to please!
COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
promotions, advertising and
ial events. ADELLE, Union
y, phone 885-3570.

Par The

LET

BEST

ROS
WORK FOR YOU

and

'CLEANEST
- So for

PA/NTING? Redecorating? For all
your Wiest quality paint products
Jpo to Sherwin-Williams Paint Company, 114 Lake Street.

#4700ROW
REVOlef

*ALE HELP WANTED — National
company seeds three men immediate work. Honest and neat appearance. Write, giving past work and
gloss, to C. A. Montgomery, 111
both Sixth Street, Paducah, Kentucky.

65 MARLIN RAMBLER - V-8
ith automatic shift, bucket seats,
e, power steering and
, fully equipped. List price
.75, our price $3873.00. Phone
2271.

einewo—
,

•EPINET PIANO BARGAIN—Wanted responsible party to take over
small monthly payments. May be
been locally. Write Credit Dept.,
2114 W. Walnut St., Louisville, Ky.

APARTMENTS NEEDED! If you
have rental property ,list it in our
classifieds. We have had recent in*dries.

CLINTON, Ky., Oct. 15—Gene
Boyd, administrator of ClintonHickman hosiptal, has resigned.
The resignation was eductive
today. Willis Hilliard, imeiptal
corporation president, made the
annotmcement.
The resignation had bees
loom for several weeks, it was
reported.

USED FURNITURE

NEW PARKWAY ABOUT READY FOR TRAFFIC—This stretch of the Bluegrass Park-

41)

72-mile parkway between
way is about five miles west of the Lawrenceburg turnoff. The
with dedication exercises.
27
October
traffic
to
opened
Elizabethtown and Versailles will be
Highway ComBreathitt,
Edward
Governor
including
group,
Plans call for the dedicatory
road, stopping
the
of
length
entire
the
travel
to
officials,
other
and
Ward
missioner Henry
Completion of
end.
own
Elizabetht
for ceremonies at the Versailles end, Bardstown, and the
ane highways.
four-l
by
connected
be
will
this parkway means that Kentucky's east and west
contingent
Kentucky,
Western
in
24
and
Kentucky
Completion of Interstates 64 in Eastern
from
driving
four-lane
continuous
provide
would
issue,
bond
on funds from the $176 million
Ashland area to the Paducah area, a distance of about 350 miles.

*pro)
bring or mail yours in now! Rates are 5c a word
With a 50c minimum cash with order. Deadline is noon on Mondays.

Free Lecture On Christian Scienc
Cites Need For Practical Religio

FtYLTON NEWS SHOPPER
Fulton
Commercial Aye.

buy it at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

ki. LsT VII. FOR SLL
COL. C. W. BURROW, Broker

How practical religion is helping
to meet today's needs will he
brought out in a free public lecture
on Christian Science to be given in
Fulton, Kentucky on Tuesday evening, Oct. Mk 191115 by Gordon F.
Campbell, C. S. B.
Mr. Campbell it a recognised
teacher and practitioner of Christian Science from Santa Monica,
California. He is currently on tour
as a member of The Christian
,Science Board of Lectureship, and
will speak in Church edifice, 211
'Carr Street at 8:00 o'clock p. m.
His lecture is titled "Christian
Ifieienee: Religion for a Scientific
Age," and is being sponsored by
'First Church of Christ, Scientist

I

A very good 2-bedroom house,
Nice 2-bedroom house in High- hardwood Boors, central heat,
lands. Attractively priced for quick modern kitchen, lifetime root,losale.
cated scream the street from
an
Kentucky schools. This is
outstanding buy.
Good house on big lot located on Wells Avenue, Keiatuctry
side. Price reduced.
Good house, large lot located
on Broadway, South Fulton.
Good 5-room house located at This place can be converted into
East Fulton
1015 Cedar Street,
Priced
commercial property.
nice lot. Price is reasonable.
right
Nice 3-bedroom house about
State
, four years old on West
If you are in the market for
Line, Kentisolq side.
an especially nice home and can
priced at $30,000
A graduate of the University of
Good 7-room house in excel- afford a home
you a good
offer
can
I
more,
or
Mr.
at
Angeles,
Ins
'California
lent repair, 134 baths, central
deal.
gas heat in basement. batted
Campbell has a musical backGORDON F. CAMPBELL
ertofrom
.sel
attrew
with
gonad. Ifi 1951 Ake
EON
de- lie lecture work ir&kently'after
IPPOI
work as a v
house
New *kit 3-bedroom
vote all his time to the practice completing a three-year appointin
of Christian Science healing. He be- ment as First Reader of The
Nice 3-bedroom brick house, with central heat located west
n
Subdivisio
Milam
Howard
came an authored teacher of Mother Church in Boston, Mass.
Priced
lot,
good
electric heat,
sell.
Cbristlan Science is MIL He re4. to see. Howard Milam Subdivi- of Fulton. Priced to
turned to the denomination's Pubsion.
Very nice large two-apartme
An attractive buy in an older
on Pa* Avenue, West
hours on oorner of 4th and house
with 134 baths. Ike
Fulton,
Rofrom
Carr, across the street
and
floors wet-sirs
hardwood
gers and Gilberts grocery. Pridownstairs, basement and cenced for a profitable investment.
tral heating plant. It is unusually good condition.
Nice brick home in MeadowNice 9-bedroom house with
view Subdivision with 3-bedrooms, den, central heat, bulb- den, modern kitchen and bath,
in stove and oven, 134 baths, 'ocated on good lot in High1 located on beautiful lszge lot. lands, trulton, Kentucky. This
,.
This place is avallabl e.now. It is house is an extra good buy if
you need plenty of room.
, very reasonably priced.

I

V

BETTER ROADS ESSAY CONTEST WINNERS were these high school students who received U. S. Savings Bond awards from Governor Edward T.Breathitt. Third prise winner, Miss Beverly Gail Barton, 18, left, Caneyville High
School, won a $25 bond; second prise winner, Graham Phillips, 17, Adair County
High School, won a $50 bond; and first prise winner, Miss Donna Hardymon, 17,
Greenup High School, won a $100 bond for their always on "How Better Roads
Would Benefit My Community." The contest in which more than 100 high
schools and 2,000 students took part was sponsored by the Kentucky Better
Roads Council and the Kentucky Departments of Highways and Education. Honorable mentions went to 33 other students who will receive bound copies of a
U. S. highway map. Each school participating received a framed picture of Kentucky's first governor Isaac Shelby, under whose administration the first state
highway legislation was enacted.

Famed Kingston Trio
To Silly In Jacksor

Stretch Children's Shoe Budget

4

Sack-to-school time also means
back to the store for more families,
and shoes are high on the list of
new purchases. Unless the youngsters have outgrown their shoes
this is often a needless expense.
Loose inner soles, holes in the lining, and even soles can, with a little do-it-yourself mending, be
made comfortable and wearable,
according to LePage's, with household cement.
Holes in the lining, for example, can be fixed by using a small
patch of strong cloth. Feather the
edges of the hole, and the small
patch. Uneven edges make the
•••

•• ••\

wearing more comfortable. Apply
Household Cement to hole and
patch. An important tip from LePage's--wait until the cement is
tacky and then smooth hole and
patch together.
Leather soles can be made
whole again if the layers have separated. When that happens it is
best to pull all those loose Raps as
far apart as possible. Then, according to LePage's, a good cleaning with soap or cleaning fluid is
the most important step toward a
successful repair. Dry thoroughly
and apply household cement between layen.

••
•
••
•
••• • •••\ \•

The famed Kingston Trio
singing group will be on the
campus of Union University in
Jackson for a special conert
in the
Frid6Y. Nov- 5, 8
College gymnasium.
Robert Michie, president of
the Student Government Assn.
at Union, sponsor of the concert, said reserved seat tickets
for the general public are now
on sale.
Reserved seats for adults
and college students are $3.50
each; for junior high and high
school students,$3 each.
Full ticket information may
be obtained by calling Mrs.
Spurgeon Boyd in the office of
the Dean of Students, Union
University, 422-2576.
Persons interested in obtaining tickets by mail should
send a cashier's check or money
order to Miss Ann Breeden,
Box 627, Union University,
_Sig 0S.s,_TV
1

•••

There's mor., to minerpls
than meets the tongue

Swift mineral programs
are formulated for
your feeding needs

V

USJ
CAR

(

Your
nickel
treat to
UNICEF
at
Halloween
fills his
cup
with milk
for
25 days

64 FORD 2 door hardtop-390
intorioptor
64 FORD custom WO 4-door,
V-6 straight shift
65 MUSTANG V-I1 Hardtop
63 FORD Econolino camper,
fully *quipped

Si
62
62
62
U
61
60
61
61

MPCRS

the feedlot.

We have about 25 on hand and we trade daily
We also buy used cars. Como see us, we appreciatio
your business.

WORTH THE MONEY!
•

AC•10115* ralfid Sos
East State Line
••

••

WILSON MOTORS
(Next to Melrose Chemical Co.)
Broadway St. S. Fulton
Phone t19-2581

IZ I \

ITO

owner of
If you would like to invest in South Fulton. If the
and able
well
were
business
this
this
at
look
business,
a thriving
not be
would
it
it,
operate
to
of
one. A very valuable piece
new for sale at any price. This boa;
real estate — very large
money
building housing a cabinet shop Wars will really make
with all high-grade equipment. and is priced to soli.
This business combines an anBrewer Machine Shop, nice
tique shop in the same !Wilding,
good building
stocked with very valuable an-, large lot andrented.
now
Property
in
Broadway
on
Located
tiques.
I \

63 CHEVROLET Bolair sedan,
6-cyl; standard

320 acres of good —Idu land
with
Bardwell, Kentusity. Price
near
FORD soden
small houfe, large fishing lake
right.
is
located on highway in Tennessee. Price within reach of alF AI RLANE 500 V-11, straight
111 acres with 70 acres of good
most anyone.
shift
bottom land House has modem'
conveniences and is in good.
FAIRLANE 500, 6-cyl;
condlUon.
straight shift
,
145 acres of good land with
brick
veneer
4-bedroom
new
FORD Galax* sedan;
40 acres of good land with(
house, new barns, also another new 5-room house, all modem '
automatic
older house with modern con- convanienoes located! north all
FORD Galax* convertible
veniences. Located within one Fulton-Dukedom Highway.
390, stick
mile of corporation limits of country home.
Fulton. Land can be usCHEVROLET sedan, 6-cyl; South
a subdivision or farming.
for
ed
poworglids
4$ acres of good land with
locatee,
beautiful building site
full
convertibta,
T-BIRD
1% miles east of ft/ton 00
power
55Y2 acres of good land, house Kentucky side.
4 rooms and bath, gas
with
FORD 11-passenger wagon,
hest, located on a good gravel
power
99 ee-rel- of well improved
road.
land in Hickman County.
(4) FORD Galaxies

8 acres of good land

me.;

59 CHEVROLET convertible,
V-8; stick
Mineral deficiencies cost you money. A Swift mineral program
enobles you to choose just the right level of phosphorus and
calcium while supplying nine other essential ingredients. You
help your animals give you more in return:
by improving their gain per pound of feed.
Get the right mineral recommendation from
us—whether your stock is on range or in

\II 10 I \I

115 MUSTANG 6-cylinder hardtop

48 acres of last east of Duke15 acres of Land with small
dom on State Line Road. Good house located 34 mile south of
price.
Dukedom Tenneasee.
1;1 II 111\1, I1)l•-

99 STUDEBAKER Lark
59 FORD station wagon
SI PONTIAC hardtop
56 CADILLAC
59 (2) PLYMOUTHS

I can furnish you a location
in
Beautiful building late
cactowvievr Subdivision, Ful- for your new home or build you
on, Kentucky.
:
a house on your iocation.
Nice lots
ubdivision,
enncamee.

in Connaughton
Fulton,
South

property
I have other
sale not listed in this ad.

— 20 OLDER CARS —

YARD=POW MUSS
PIANO
movasid Illeirsey
TELEPHONE 471401

14 ikk
1:1;i

for

Mite,Ky.
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,
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15.
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IP

VA

$250.00

•._

$150.00

Would
scene t

BE -SURE 10
4110110"
'

The Fi
tures (
laneou
tires a
play h
from a

GET YOUR LARD PUNCHED

L. k

200
PIGG

Routs 2, Martin, Taws.

Davidson

$150.00

$150.00

Mr. Car
Fulton ReUte 2

sfl0rs
South Fultat

Ana (Fop) Jordan

$150.00 WINNER

$150.00

Pictur
NEWS

Y WIGGLY

SOME OF OUR LUCKY JACK POT

1A
C44,01,
:

ITS FUN TO PLAY JACK POT YES
ALL FREE NOTHING TO BUY JUST REGISTER AND PUNCH YOUR JACK POT
CARD NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO
PLAT JACK POT AT - PIGGLY WIGGLY

Come
like rel
If you
picture
parade
picture
PLEA,

•r.

Dui

Mrs. Georgia HIS

m, Tenn.

FRED B. WARD
Route 4, Fulton, Ky.

Mrs. Frodia Barron
South Fulton, Tenn-

407 Swath Street
South_ Fulton. Tom

A

The Above Pictures Are Some Of Our BE'JACKPOT'WINNERS

74.

4.-

',PPP

;

4

Tubby Jr.

I-MALLOW MEAN $1.10
16-os. Pkg.
11-MALLOW . • 29c
2 Lb. Bag
Oion
ak DROPS • • . 59c
6 For
ASS'T CANDY BARS lk
Ain't Flavors
41r 3k

COCONUT 16 oz.Pkg. 39c
12-os. Can
Kelly,
LUNCHEON NEAT 3Ic
58 as. Cans
Kellys
VIENNA SAUSAGE $1.11
16 os. Cans
Campfire Hot
TAMALES 4 for $1.00
16 oz. Cans
Kellys With Beans
CHILI . . .3 for $1.10

• -•

TS

Mayfield Cream Style

FRESH
LEAN
LB.

Staley's Waffle Big
24 as. Bottle With
$5.00 Purchase excluding Milk & Tobb.

5-16 as.Jars

•

/4

PICNICS

SYIII1
Hip-O-Lite

Armour's

HUNTS THE BEST
Big 20 oz. Bottle
With $.5.00 Purchase
Excluding Milk and
Tobb.

16 os. Cans

CORN . . . for $1.00
16 as. Cans
Show Boat
LINAS . . .6 for $1.00
16 as. Cans
=el= 6 for $1.11
Kate
25c off $1.10
MUMS? lk off $1.00

7as.Cans

Auk Chum

SALMON . . 3 for $1.N
King Bird
16 as. Can
61c
Pink
SALMON
PICKLES . . . at. 311c
Salad Bowl
SALAD Dressing 0.i. 39c
as. Cans
..esiu'
OYS'eld
3 fo;
Bu:Inzsiler

READ

Li.Lab:

Please
of AN'
VALE
display
ing 801
News c

Lb. 5k
Lb. 29c
Lb. lk
Lb.

12oz. Pkg. 3k irtistYANE
Butt Pork
Boston
ROAST . . . Lb. 55c FAT BACK . .
Fresh Pork
Lb. 49c PIG FEET
BIBS . . .
PORK CUTLETS Lb. 69c HOG MAWS
Lb. liSc PIG LIVERS
PORK STEAK

BEEF

C

FRESH
LEAN LB.
GROUND

ge
Sausa
DAVIS
PURE
PORK
LB

••
Cation.Viva&
••• U.
LESS•TNIGNS...Lt.A
2
MICS••••,•••.1/4".. 9.
•
•
••

•Ito

46.•
/
••1
ILIVILZARDS,•
RS
64•411
_••••••••••
I

•

•

4M1111111101111MM11111011111111111111111MIMMI

USER
VALLEY
PUG
BACON

2LOAVESL

,7•

4••••

Rog. 511c

Ione Crews

Financial]
South Puha
as much oui
put into it,
Walker told
their week]3
Terrace.
Walker,
chairman lb
ton area kir
for funds, tc
$7500 yearly
Rivers Cow
yM only obi
ed annually
awe those
Ills$
filia

4411J-40
11111:
year's ewer
the $3500 go
In a fore.
once, Walks
his expert=
with his yo

Annua
Will B

The Thirt;
mg of the .
duction Cr*
held at Cay
Thursday ni
A barbecui
to be fogovo
tug and e
Garrig,az, p
registered c
County Is Pr
don which
Counties wit
five hundre
asately two
Comity fan
the Aimocial
and three q
annually in
operations
Wilson, mat
don In Fulto
AR mem)
farmers are

Harry
Chicag(

1,111010

Sun Twin Pak

-4oss

50

t
/(I
Lbe
POTATO
Fra"
GRAPES
;
TURNIP
1 3.c 194
CAy1C71
3111
CHIPS
All Slug
Halloween
Lb. IA
Golden Ripe
GRAPEFRUIT CANTALOUPES
S
PUMPKIN
Florida Seedless 49
SIV
BANANA
Juicy 3for Loo
Picking Choice •
&
Sweet
Bag
Lb.
5
an

Harry A.
the
An
Health Assoi
the Conrad M
hut
Then wart
the men
George Nevi
Health. San.
who was fort
man, Ky.

or

Girl Sc
Is Tool

-11111/Mir-w-

176V411'

$450.00 WINNER
Biggest Jackpot so far.

1rd

COME tighi511/. (14.

wow a/ut

$100.00

"AT YOUR FRIENDLY

Amor

•

VI"

Girl Scout
-area will hal
this evening
park, on the
The progri
way at 6:3(
group singin

of outdoor sh
/i

NINE TAKE
UM= N
Put av• yes
MIS Usk 1
bidip

Asp*

*,*14,4,4
• trt?..(
40

I

ROOM
Fulton Route 5

Acres of F-R-E-E
Parking

_Prices In Thu Ad
Good thru Sat. Oct. 23

W.Reserve The Milli
To Limit •

Store Hours 8 tM 9: p. m.
6 Days 9 am. - 7 pm.Sun.

MRS. ROLAND FOWLER
502 Westylew Dr.
Union City, Tenn.

